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·MUB 'bare bones :
budg et propo sed·
By Jay Kumar
In order to keep student fees
down, the Memorial Union
Building's Board of Governors
last Friday unanimously approved a "bare-bones" budget
of $2,081,436 for the fiscal year
1990. The budget will go before
the Student Senate on Sunday.
The 1990 MUB budget is
$61,209 lower than the FY 1989
total. MUB board member Eric
Stites said the board asked for
less in order to keep the MUB
fee, which is $-100 per student,
down. As a result, money will
be taken out of the reserve
balance to cover the reduced
budget.
"We' re going to end up taking
roughly 50 to 60 thousand
dollars out of reserves for the
entire budget," Stites said. If
they didn't vote to take out the
money from reserves, he added,
the board would have had to
raise the MUB fee another $ 5
per student.
MUB Board Chairperson Bret
Clemons said, 'Tm glad that we
didn't raise the fee. We didn't
want to .stick students with
another $5."
He said the fee had gone up
$20 per student over the last
two years, so the board was
committed to keep it down this
year.

Another factor that weighed
on the board's decision was the
recent university budget cuts,
which Clemons said cook $4,000
out of the MUB reserves.
Clemons said there is less
hesitation now to use the reserve ·money than in past years.
Previously, he said, "You didn't
use them if you didn't have to,"
but times have changed.
Stites said 80 percent of the
MUB budget is already set by
the university, for salaries and
wages, fringe benefits and
energy (electricity, gas, etc.).
In addition, he said, the university service charge is $84,493.
"This is a big building. It cakes
a lot of money to run it," said
Stites.
"A great percentage of the
money goes right back to the
students," he added, citing the
$327,000 allotted for student
wages and other funds that go
to the cafeteria and catering for
resale to students.
The planned outdoor renovations include repairs on the
back stairs out of the cafeteria
and the masonry outside the
Durham Room; replacing the
wooden stairs on the C lot side;
redoing the walkway area by the
Hanover Room; and lighting
a number of areas outside the
MUB.

The Clamshell organization participates in protests such as these against Seabrook nuclear
power plant. (Mike Parnham photo)

Grou p prote sts Seabr ook
By Dave Katz
In an attempt to raise consciousness about low-power
testing at the Seabrook nuclear
plant, members of the antinuclear Clamshell Alliance occupied a set of utility poles and
unfurled a banner around noon
time on Sunday.
Edward J adczak, Hastings
Rigollet and Dwight Graves
occupied t~ pole at Hampton :_

Fores try dept. accre dited
By Brion Kinney
The university's forestry program has received reaccreditation by the Society of
American Foresters, which is
a necessity when a forester
applies for job positions.
The importance of being
accredited is essential, according
to Dr. Parker, coordinator of
the forest resources department.
If you' re not accredited you can
"forget it." Employers want well
trained foresters.
According to Parker, the
program is not easy. You've not
only got to be interested but
you 've also got co be dedicated
to become a forester.
Of the 51 schools in the
country that offer a professional
degree program, UNH has been
commended "for its viable and
vigorous overall environment
for learning" by the council of
American Foresters.
Out of the 175 students in the
forest resources program, 3 5
are forestry majors along with
20 graduate students - a number
lower than it has been in previous years. The department
offers degree programs in wildlife, soils, environmental conservation and water resource '
management.
The job availability, which
had been tight within the past
few years is now improving, said
' Parker. Recent awareness and
concern about our environment
has opened up opportunities for
foresters.
Acco~d_ing to Parker, in the

!he D~p!rt~ent of Forest Resources has regained a foothold in
the field. (Tony Cafaro photo)
1970's chere were a ~,irge

number of students in the
program which has faded . But
the recent concern about our
environment has brought about,
the creation of new jobs for '
foresters ..
Harvesting of trees has
doubled in the state of New
Hampshire within the last three
years, said Parker. Six new
electrical generating planes have
been built - within chis same

time period- that burn wood.
The state has also recently
acquired 45,000 acres of fqrest
covered land. Both the harvesting of the trees and management of the land has created new
jobs.
Foresters can also work for
the U.S. Forest Service. Most
jobs are obtained with paper
companies and local saw mills
as harvesting supervisors.

Landing on Route 1, off the
Portsmouth traffic circle,
The three men, all from
Warner N.H., served tours of
duty in the '67-'69 Vietnam era,
and are committed to the anti. nuclear movement. All are
members of the Koorbaes (Seabrook, backwards) Affinity
Group.
White letters on the banner
spelled out "Stop Seabrook - No
Low Power Testing" on a blue
background. J adczak taped an
American flag to the pole above
the banner.
Officer Y eradi of the Porcsmou th police department arrived on the scene about 1 :30.
With him was Steve Johnson,
division manager of Public
Service Company, Officer Yeradi then asked the climbers to
come down.
Graves, the only one close
enough to the ground to hear
and speak to the policeman, told
him repeatedly they were staying on the pole till 2:00 p.m.
Yeradi was reluctant to answer
Graves' question, "Will we be
arrested if we come down now?"
Y era di fin ally conceded and
said, "You will not be arrested
if you come down now."
By 2:15 Jadczak, Rigollet and
Graves were back on the ground,
cold but jubilant. After two
hours on the pole they felt they
had achieved their intended
goal.
"If a couple of people saw 1.:his,
and thought about Seabrook a
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little, we'll have done what we
set out to do," said Rigollet.
"This society doesn't have the
intelligence to handle nuclear
power. It's like handing a threeyear-old child a loaded gun. It's
our responsibility now," said
Jadczak, quoted from a Clamshell press release.
GrJ1.ves said, according to the
press release,"We didn't inherit
this land, we are borrowing it
from our children. It is our
obligation, especially as veterans, to stand up for our people
and our land, and stop the
poisons from coming into our
backyards and playgrounds.
Shout it out, Just say no!' "
Clamshell Alliance spokesperson Paul Gunter, also of
Warner, said in the release, "In
taking this action in close proximity to high voltage lines, we
recognize there are some risks.
We cannot disregard the greater
danger our communities face
if Seabrook is allowed to operate, even at low power."
The Clamshell Alliance is
organizing a legal rally and mass
nonviolent demonstration in
early June at the Seabrook plant,
Gunter said.
"We call upon our neighbors
in New England and beyond to
come together by whatever
affinity or common ground to
join with us in defense of our
life and land from nuclear
power," said Gunter. "Come
down to Seabrook, N.H. June
2nd, 3rd, and 4th."
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Ever wonder what it's like in Ed's kitchen?
Ever wonder what's redeeming about Ed's
qualities?
Ever been pegged in the head with a lawn
dart?
Hope not.
See page 17
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lower finds swizzle sticks alld politics don't mix
By Erika Randmere
. The final episode in the
'Tower Soap Opera' is scheduled
for chis Thursday, when the US
Senate will vote on the nomination of Senator John Tower
for secretary of defense.
Tower, has been under fire
by the Senate Armed Services
Committee for allegations of
alcoholism, womanizing and his
associations with major defense
contractors after le aving the
senate in 1984.
The Senate Committee voted ·
11 (D) to 9 (R) against the
appointment last week. If Senate follows suit it will be the
first time since 1959 chat a
cabinet nomination has been
rejected.
In theme with the "Gary Harr
Question," private conduce has
again become the focus in accessing a person's judgement
and character.
"Lee me state char I · have
never been an alcoholic nor
depended on alcohol," Tower
said, on the Sunday ABC News
program, "This week With
David Brinkley." Tower pledged
to give up alcohol entirely if he
became secretary of defense.
ABC s Sam Donaldson asked
Tower if he would cake a pledge
to not go out with other women.
Tower, who is twice divorced,
said he would still continue to
dace women if he is nominated.
·:The way I see it, few (sena-

tors) are going out on a limb,"
said Professor Robert Craig,
chairperson of the political
science department. "The first
thing that goes wrong and they
will be remembered as supporters."
According to Cr aig there is
a h a rd demand for mor al and
ethics in politics today.
Although there exists a lot
of alcoholism in politics, Craig
said, up until 20 years ago it was
nor even discussed.
Today,"if you have a problem
and are in a sensitive position,
you are fair game," Craig said.
Tower's pledge to stop drinking may convince people to
"give him benefit of the doubt,"
said Craig, "and things· may
work out that way."
Any unreleased FBI reports
concerning his private life,
surfacing during the senate
debate chis week, will. be
"vague"," predicts Craig.
"Ir ,w ould be like trying to
prove he was not drunk," said
Craig.
The selection of Tower may
also have negative consequences
for the Bush administration.
"Bush had little choice," said
Craig. As political allies, Tower
supported Bush, during disagreements with Reagan on
certain issues.
Consequently, Bush may have
felt he owed him, said Craig.
And as a result the White House
is in a sensitive situtation.

They need to avoid being
perceived as weak, Craig added.
President Bush said he will
pledge his full support for
Tower's nomination. Yer, his
goal for a strong bipartisan
support of both parties, has
already been mishandled.
Last week the White House
excluded the Democrats of the
Senate Armed Services Committee, including Chairperson
Senator Sam Nunn from a
briefing concerning Tower's
appointment.
Bush may not be able to
prevent the nomination from
becoming a partisian issue on
the senate floor.
In attempt to salvage unity
between the two parties in the
Senate, both Tower and Bush
refuse to criticize Nunn, who
replaced Tower as chairperson
of the committee.
Bush needs to keep full support of 45 republicans as well
as gain at least six out of the 55
democrats to gain the majority
needed, according to Craig.
"If he had promised to Bush
to clean up the defense department, l{e is in a good position
to do it," said Craig. "To hold
line on military spending, you
need a conservative instead of
a liberal."
In chis light, Tower fits the
bill. However, it remains a
double-edged sword, according
to Craig.
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Will this Tower fall down?
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NEWS.IN. BRIEF
No· more pretending
for Arkansas pupils
Fort Smith, Arkansas school officials have
removed from a workbook a page that asked
elementary special-education pupils to pretend
to be criminals. One boy drew a picture of himself
behind bars and wrote chat murder was his makebelieve crime. The Fort Smith District received
a complaint from a parent about the exercise.

.

Traffic and ski
accidents claim lives
A Franklin Pierce College student died during
the weekend after being hit by a car driven by another
student and a Derry skier died after crashing into
a tree in northern New Hampshire.
In the traffic accident, Rindge police said Eric
Graiser, 19, of Atlanta, Ga., was struck and killed
just after 11:30 p.m. Saturday by a fourwheel-drive
vehicle driven by Christopher Mosher, 21, of
Sudbury, Mass. Graiser, who would have been 20
in two weeks, was pronounced dead at the scene.
Mosher has been charged with drunken driving,
reckless driving and negligent homicide, police
said. He was released on personal recognizance,
pending a court hearing next month.
Earlier Saturday, skier Douglas Silver, 25, of Derry,
was killed when he lost control on an expert trail
at the Balsam's ski area and hit a tree.
·
He was pronounced dead of massive head injuries
at a,hospital in Colebrook.

Hancock chosen to
receive Frost award

Corruption probe
ends in Providence

Mary Louise Hancock of Concord has been chosen
receive the 12th Robert Frost Contemporary
American Award.
The prestigious award is given by the alumni
of Plymou_rh State College, where the poet taught,
to individuals who best exemplify Frost's traits
of "individuality, hard work, humanitarianism and
devotion to the country north of Boston."
Hancock, 68, is being recognized for "a lifetime
of advocacy in planning, politics, education and
women's and handicapped rights."
Hancock, the state's first planner, has served
in public posts ranging from the state Senate to
Concord School Board and University of New
Hampshire Board of Trustees . The award will be
presented to her in Bedford on April 23.

A federal probe of municipal corruption in
Providence, Rhode Island that lasted more than ·
seven years and produced 21 convictions and 16
prison sentences has been ended by the statute of
limitations. Former Mayor Vicent A. Cianci Jr. was
never charged for involvement in any of the
corruption that took place during his administration,
even though US Attorney Lincoln C. Almond labeled
him a target of the investigation as recently as
September 1987. Cianci, a Republican, resigned
on April 25, 1984, after pleading no contest to
charges he assaulted his wife's boyfriend. He is
now a talk show host on a Providence radio station.

to

Exchange student
returns to Spain

Police expose
shoplifting ring

Participants in a shoplifting scheme in North
Spanish exchange student Hugo Castejon, who
Adams, Mass. are accused of using youths and
refused to return to Madrid Feb. 8 after being
mentally retarded people to return stolen merchanexpelled from Hingham High School of Mass.,
dise for cash refunds in stores throughout the region.
returned home lase week and is enrolled in a Spanish
At least five persons were involved and two have
high school for the remainder of his senior year.
been arrested in the operation that allegedly netted·
Hingham school officials said Castejon was ordered
thousands of dollars in hardware, appliances and
out of the high school exchange program after
clothing in stores from Bennington, Vt., to Pittsfield,
months of unacceptable behavior. He was only the
Mass., police said Saturday.
second exchange student to be asked to leave the
· The group allegedly recruited teenagers and
high school in 25 years. Castejon had conceded he
mentally retarded persons who, for a small fee,
was an unruly student earlier in the year but insisted
would return stolen goods for cash.
he had reformed in December. Instead of returning
"They would give them a small gratuity for doing
to Spain, Castejon stayed in the home of a friend
it for them," said North Adams Police Der. Robert·
and tried to get into another school in the Boston
J. Canale. "They would steal it out of the store,
area. John Smolski, who is the father of one of
come right our into the parking lot and have someone
Castejon's friends and who opened his home to
else go right in and return it. We had $2,000 to
the boy, said Castejon left the United States Tuesday. _ $3,000 stolen in one day in North Adams."
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Career Planning and Placement provides assistance, not interviews. (Emily Kelemen photo)

New voting bill proposed
By Joanne Marino
A bill has been introduced
into the State House of Representatives which could eliminate
a student's right to vote within
the state of New Hampshire if
the student has an out-of-state
tuition status from the university. It requires students to
register as absentee voters at
their permanent residence.
While only introduced into
a house committee, the bill
would implement major voting
restrictions for students attending UNH if passing both the
House and Senate. The bill was
introduced by Rep. Dickinson
of Carroll District 2 and Rep.
Lewis of Merrimack District 5.
Studem Body Vice President
Mike Rose said rhe bill came on
the heels t1f a surprising political
turn-over in Durham during the

lase election.
ly in the courts."
According to Rose, five ReRose said 3,500 students will
pul icans and one Democrat lose their right to vote if the
previously represented Dur- bill passes.
ham. After the election, the
The bill also would require
numbers were reversed, causing absentee voting for students
the Republicans to lose there who are "seasonal or temporary
foothold in an important loca- residents." Rose said this would
tion.
eliminate students who rent
"I don't think some of the apartments in other rowns as
leaders in the house are roo well.
happy with the outcome of the
Further criteria students must
last elections," Rose said.
fulfill include: being issued a
According co Student Senacor NH state driver's license, reMart Mayberry, many perman- porting ar;i address in this state
ent residents of Durham want as a permanent resident, and
to · see this bill _pass. Their
paying any taxes required within
feelings are that anyone from
that residential ·area.
outside of New Hampshire
Rose said one of the main
shouldn't play a role in the arguments for the bill is the
state's politics.
issue of residential taxes which
"Most people think this is · supporters claim students don't
blatantly unconstitutional,"
pay. He countered that students
Rose said. "If it does get past pay these fees indirectly.
the House, it will be immediate-

Professors don't favor unions
By Alex Berger
You may have noticed rhar,
mixed in with rhe "To the girl
who ... " and 'Tll meet you at
Tanique" personals last week,
there was a personal char didn't
quite fir in.
The personal in question was
placed by a senior WSBE student, Dana Blackman, and asked
faculty and staff members ro
react to rhe recent budget cues.
It also asked for opinions concerning the unionization of
professors.
The personal received no
responses, bur the 600 surveys
circulated to faculty members
by che same student got some
attention and 60 were returned.
The srudy indicates that most
professors aren't in favor of
unions to solve the recent
problems.
Blackman said he originally
decided to do the survey for his
public speaking class and then
decided to expand on ir and
make it his final project in Econ
755.
According ro Blackman, the
surveys asked for opinions on
how the administration is handling the budget cue crisis and
about the possibility of forming
unions to protect individual
rights.
The survey was confidential
. and respondees didn't include
; their names but were -.:¼t.?sifie<;i _
'f

by their respective departments.
According to Blackman, most
deparrmenrs indicated they
weren't in favor of unionizing.
Blackman said the Chemistry,
Physics and Forest Resources
departments were against unionizing. He added the only
departments that weren't totally
opposed ro forming unions were
the Liberal Arcs, English and
Education departments.
One reason Blackman was
given why departments weren't \
in favor of forming unions was
that "unions are for carpenters
and secretaries, nor professors."
According to Blackman, the
survey showed that 68 percent
of chose surveyed don't approve
of the way the administration
is handling the budget cuts,
while 16 percent approve and
16 percent had no opinion.
Blackman said there were
many saong opinions written
in the responses, most were
against the administration.
One professor wrote that the
university is luring people to
work here and then leering them
down, according to Blackman.
Another professor wrote "The
administration doesn't care
about us ... they're saying 'I don't
give a damn.'"
According to Blackman, he
recieved a call from Don Gor- _
don, accounting c.lerk supervisor
for rhe Registrar's office, in-

By Brett Cutler
If you are only expecting
Career Planning and Placement
to find you a job, think again.
However, if ymi're looking for
support and guidance in ·career
exploration, look no further.
According to Assistant Director Anne Shields, their primary goal is to "help people make
good decisions." Not only does
Career Planning and Placement
function as an agency for employment but also as a means
for career exploration.
Students who do not possess
definite career goals have criticized Career Planning and
Placement, claiming that their
interests had been neglected.
Shields explained that before
she can be a help to students
they need to have some focus
or direction.
Students must be realistic,
Shields said. Students must
assess -their own backgrounds
co determine if they possess the
necessary skills for certain jobs.
In this sense, the emphasis is
not on just finding a job but on
finding a good job.
According to Shields, in seeking rhar first job, students
should not be looking for a
career. Shields said that "roo
often students place too heavy
a 1'1.~rden

O!>

the first

Though the first job is certainly important, iris used more
a-s a resource and a focal point.
Shields explained "that between
the ages of 22 and 35 people
change jobs every 18 months."
Also, Shields said that about
"90 percent of students pursue
employment on their own."
Shields-stiid that each year
juniors and seniors receive
letters from Career Planning
and Placement, explaining their
role in the university community and inviting them to attend
a two hour orientation. However, less than half rhe students
attend the orientation and utilize this service.
In reference to the criticism,
Shields defended the services
Career Planning and Placement
provides. She explained that
many businesses such as governme nr agencies, publishing
houses and advertising firms,
do not need to recruit on college
campuses beca~se demands for
these jobs are so high.
Shields explained that only
about 5 percent of college sruden rs obtain employment
through on campus interviewing. However, she explained
that at UNH 10-15 percent of
students are placed by Career
Planning.
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Vehicle vandalized
in N .E.-center lot

By Alex Berger
According to U niversiry Police reports, a vehicle parked
in rhe metered lot at the New
England Center wa.s spray painted with obscene words last
Thursday.
The owner of the vehicle was
attending a conference ar the
New England Center and found
his car covered with yellow
spray paint.
Police and fire officials were
called to Congreve Hall over the
weekend when posters on a door
were set on fire.
The door was scorched by the
fire and the case is still under
investigation.
Three large mirrors were
scolen from a new lavarory in
Conant Hall.
The mirrors were taken from
the restroom sometime between
last·Tuesday and Thursday.
Several windows on th~ top

floor of Hubbard Hall were
broken between 11 p.m. ~riday
night and 1 a.m. Saturday morning.
The RA on duty at the rime
noticed the broken windows and
reported the incident.
A police on foot patrol discovered an open window at
Thompson Hall early Sunday
morning while making his
rounds.
The window screen was on
the ground and the window was
partially open, but a search of
the building found it empty and
apparently nothing was taken.
Police and fire personnel
were called to the New England
Center on Saturday due to a
chimney fire. The fire caused
smoke problems in the building
bur no major damage was done.
Several people were charged
with unlawful possession of
alcohol over the weekend.

dicaring that the clerical workers
may unionize.
Gordon said he wasn't for
unionizing yet and rhac there
is plenty of rime for action once
the administration gives their
final decision regarding the cuts.
"I think; if people are smart,
they will wait," said Gordon.
He added char typically clerical
workers are hard to unionize.
Gordon said he thought
things were getting better and
there might nor be need for
drastic actions.
"Because it's a stare crisis it
will probably create more syin➔>
◄►
◄►
◄►
pathy," Gordon said. He added Fa; ►
that there have been some
improvements in peoples atritudes but char the old excuses
aren't acceptable anymore.
"I chink staff in general are
expecting more from che adminiscration," Gordon said. "I hope
They .re called
•bigge;t /int yea,
staff won't accept 'not enough
agent success stories. You could be one of them with MASS MUTUAL
money' as an excuse."
Professor Frank Pilar, chairYou 'I/ enjoy the potential for high earnings while yozt develop innovative,
man of the chemisuy departfinancial analysis for college educated professionals and small bUJinesses.
ment, said he's probably against
Take the time now to view MASS MUTUAL'S thirty minute introductory
the concept of a union, but he
video tape available at the placement office, and sign up for a March
hasn't discussed the option with·
6th Personal Interview.
the emire department.
Pilar said he feels unions only
THE MAINE/ NEW HAMPSHIRE AGENCY
encourage mediocrity.
"Non-workers gee paid as
much as producers .... It doesn't
encourage hard work," Pilar
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ON THE SPOT
If.U.N.H. offered _a four year diploma. for doing absolutely
not~i~g, would you accept it? Why or Why not?

'Wo. The point of college is to
· gain an education. With this
education you can hopefully
learn a trade to make a contri'
bution to society."

Jesse Miller

"That is how I feel it is now. I
see people partying all the time
while I am studying."
· Chris Gagne
Senior

·"Sure. You should always accept gifts. I don't feel li.ke I have
gotten a lot out-of my U.N.H.
education, especially the general
education requirements."

"No. I ca"!e to U.N.H. because
the university has the second best
Hotel Admin. program. It might
be good for some, but to me it
is not the meaning of an education."

Brian Grover
Jennifer Mace

Freshman

Blee. Eng.

Senior
Freshman

History

History
Hotel Admin.
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(CAµSNDAR
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 28
WOMEN'S HISTORY PROGRAM - Women Operating Staff
Support Group. Hillsbourough/Sullivan Room, MUB, noon
to 1 p.m.
WOMEN'S HISTORY PROGRAM - Dare I Disturb the
Universe. Hillsbourough/Sullivan Room, MUB, 2-3:30 p.m.
WOMEN'S HISTORY PROGRAM - Alcohol, Women and
. Sex on Campus. Hillsbourough/Sullivan Room, MUB, 4_
·
5:30 p.m.
GERMAN FILM SERIES Horton, 6:45 p.m.

"Der junge Torleb." Room 4,

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 1
WOMEN'S HISTORY PROGRAM - Women on Campus
in the Labor Movement. 11: 30 a.m. to 1 p.m. Heritage of
the Past: Goddesses and Power, 3:15-4:15 p.m. Hillsbourough/Sullivan Room, MUB.
DE CAPO PLAYERS LECTURE AND DEMONSTRATION
- Paul Ats, 2:30 to 3:30 p.m. Free and open to public.

Safe Rides desperately seeks volunteer drivers to avoid tragedies as simulated above. (Matt
·
_L eavitt photo)

Safe drivers scarce as snow
Dy Katelyn Randall
Safe Rides volunteers have
become as scarce as snow storms
in New England.
While some students simply
ignore the services of Safe Rides,
a few others such as the president of Safe Rides Kristen
Fadden bear the bulk of the
work.
"It's like selling raffle rickets
door to door. Every week I'll call
up people I know and beg them
to volunteer for a night. I hare
- to do char. It's really hard to
motivate people," Fadden said.
Getting enough volunteers
has been a problem during all
three years that Safe Rides has
been in existence at UNH. The
service, which serves Dover,
Portsmouth, Lee, Madbury,
Newmarket and Durham, is
always looking for volunteers.
In order for Safe Rides to
operate on a Friday or Saturday
night they need a driver, a
dispatcher and a passenger.
To be eligible to become a
driver a perc;;on needs to com-
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LECTURE - "Human Rights Situation in Northern Ireland."
Sandy Boyer, sponsored by Amnesty International. Room
128, Hamtlcon Smith, 7 p.m.

in!:>oror~ries and frat~rnities,
to no avail.
"If each fraternity would just
volunteer two people a semester
it would help·a lot. We do have
a fraternity brother who is an
officer. And sometimes his
brothers will volunteer but we
need more," said Fadden.
Sometimes the service is only
used once or twice a night and
then sometimes they are out all
night. Says Fadden, "Ic goes in
spurts."
Mose volunteers are sophomores and ocher underclassmen.
Fadden says she is, "Frustrated. I've been doing chis a long
time. I can't motivate people
and I'm tired of running around
putting up posters and notices
and having people ignore it."
Last year, Fadden became
President by default because,
"all the other upperclassmen
were graduating."
"I chink it's a good organization and I wish more people
would use it and volunteer for
it.:,

plete a free eight hour defe;~ _);vc
driving course with Pt..,iic
Safety officer Arthur Smart. ~.1-he
dispatcher operates the radio
at Health Services, where Safe
Rides is based. The passenger
accompanies the driver when
they go out on a call. The Health
Services vehicle is equipt with
a radio to maintain contact with
the dispatcher.
Explaining why more people
don't use the Friday and Saturday night service, Fadden said
that, "People are afraid their
cars will get cowed or ticketed
if they leave them at UNH. I'm
nor sure what to do about that."
The major objective of Safe
Rides is to alieviate drunk
driving said Fadden. "We're
here to stop peopl~ from driving
drunk. We're not a taxi service
but if a girl has to walk alone,
we'll pick her up."
The service has not been as
regular as those involved would
like. It usually operates five to
six rimes a month instead of the
optimum eight.
The people who ·work at Safe

I
I
I
I
I
I

~-CJWUUf
6:00-9:00am
Breakfast Specials 1-8 only

Or

~-CJWUUf
2:00-7:00pm

on all Dinner Specials
coupon good from Feb. 7th thru·March 31st

STUDENT &YOUTH
AIRFARES

SPRING/
SUMMER
RATES
FROM BOSTON
from S470
PARIS
from $760
RIO
lrom $470
FRANKFURT
lrom $799
HONG KONG
lrom $1170
SYDNEY
from S758
TOKYO
lrom $245
SAN JUAN
FROM NEW YORK
lrom $380
LONDON
from S4 70
MADRID
from $410
OSLO
FARES FROM MOST U S CITIES
DESTINATIONS WORLDWIDE
EOUALL Y LOW ONE WAY FARES
MUL Tl-STOP/ROUND THE WORLD
FARES AVAILABLE
• EURAIL PASSES AVAILABLE
• TOURS-USSR . CHINA. EUROPE
• CALL FOR FREE
INFORMATION BOOKLET
•
•
•
•

i266-6014 i576·4623

L------------------------~~

62116

~~m~;\~e

LECTURE/DISCUSSION - "Destructive Cults and Mind
Control." Steven Hassan, noted exit counselor, author, and
former Moonie. Room 135, Spaulding, 7:30 p.m.
MARINE SCIENCE SEMINAR SERIES - "Images From
the Sea" Room 1-101, Parsons, 8 p.m., free, open to public.
CELEBRITY SERIES - Da Capo Quintet. Johnson Theater,
Paul Arcs, 8 p.m. Ticket Information: 862-2290.
THURSDAY, MARCH 2
ART GALLERIES "Brown Bag Series" - Poefry reading.
Faculty and students from the Deprarcment of English. Paul
Arts, noon.
WOMEN'S HISTORY PROGRAM - Empowering Women:
A Workshop. Noon to 1:30 p.m. Prostitution in Early Modern
Europe. 5:30 p.m. Forum Room, Library.
LECTURE - "Cross Dress for Success," Marjorie Carber,
Professor of English, Harvard University. Room 125, Hamilton
Smith, 12:30 to 2 p.m.
LECTURE - "Aristotle on the Pleasures of Dramatic Unity."
Professor Amelie Oksenberg Rorcy, Mc. Holy-oke College
and Macina Horner Distinguished Professor, Radcliff College.
Room 1-103, Parsons, 4:30 p.m., open to public
HUNGER AWARENESS GAME - "Hunger Monopoly,"
to raise hunger awareness and show the hardships of survival
in today's society. Room 129, Hamilton Smith, 7 p.m. Open
·
to everyone.
MUSO FILM - "400 Blows." Strafford Room, MUB, 7 9:30 p.m., Students $1, general $2.

FRIDAY, MARCH 3

BOOK THEM NOW!

273 Newbury S1 . 1208 M. assachusens
Ave .. ;5
80s1on

WORKSHOP - "Strategic Job Searching." Includes presentations on job sources, rncerviewing skills, job offers and
salery negociacions. Room 110, Murkland, 7 p.m.

UNH WIND SYMPHONY AND UNH SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA - Stanley D. Hettinger and Robert Eshbach
directing. Johnson Theater, Paul Arcs, 8 p.m.

ROUNDTRIPS

MA

WORKSHOP - "Strategic Job Searching." Examine selfassessment and value systems, the employment process and
resume development and corespondence. Room 110, Murkland,
4:15 p.m.

~.,~
~•~

I

STA TRAVEL

WOMEN'S HISTORY PROGRAM - Careers for Women
- A Workshop. Hillsbourough/Sullivan Room, MUB, 11:30
,
a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
UNH FAST DAY - An opportunity to sacrifice the cost
of a meal or spare change on snacks to benefit the Crop Walk
on April 9. Money collected at tables in Dining Ha1ls and
MUB PUB at lunchtime.
POLITICAL ECONOMY SERIES - Dave Schweickart (Loyola
U. of Chicage, Philosophy), "Toward a Democratic Theory
of Exploicac,on. " Room 206, McConnell, noon co 2 p.m.
NH INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR- "Arab-Islamic Women:
Participants in Secular and Religious Movements." Carolyn
FLUEHR-LOBBAN, Rhode Island college. Alumni Center,
4 p.m. Women's Hisrory Program - Arab Women Activists:
PARTICIPANTS IN SECULAR AND RELIGIOUS MOVEMENTS. Room 1925, Alumni Center, 4 p.m.
GOURMET DINNER - "A Night in Ye Olde English
Manner." Granite Scare Room, MUB, 6:30 p.m . Ticket
information : 862-2290

I
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HEALTH

FREE TUTORING: Marston House has tutors
for various subjects, all semester, 862-4428 or 8624429.

OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS: Every Tuesday,
Conference Room, second floor, Health Services,
1-2 p.m.

EXCHANGE APPLICATION DEADLINE: Friday,
· March 3 is deadline for students applying to San
Diego State Univ., U.C. Santa Cruz, or the National
Student Exchange. Further Info: Deaq of Students
Office - Huddleston Hall.

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS: Open co AA
members and anyone who thinks they have a
drinking problem. Mondays-Fridays, Conference
Room, Health Services~ noon to 1 p.m.
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS: Every
Friday, Conference Room, 2nd Floor, Health
Services, 1-2 pm.

SCHOLARSHIPS: Several scholarships will be
a wared to qualified graduate and undergraduate
students in the College of Life Sciences and
Agriculture, including the Thompson School of
Applied Science, for the 1989-90 academic year.
Application materials are available in departmental
offices and the Dean's Office (201 Taylor Hall).
Deadline for completed applications is March 21.

AD~LT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS: Every
.Friday, Conference Room, 2nd Floor, Health
Services, 1-2 p.m.

DEADLINE FOR UROP UNDERGRADUATE
RESEARCH A WARDS: Applications must be
submitted to UROP, Hood .House 209, by Friday,
March 3.

DEBATE SOCIETY MEETING: To plan for on
campus debates, speeches and intercollegiate debate
competition. Newcomers welcome, Tuesdays,
Rockingham Room, MUB, 7 pm

STANDARDIZED TESTS FOR GRADUATE
SCHOOL: A discussion of rest-taking strategies
and tips on preparation. Wednesday, March 1, 34 p.m., and Thursday, March 2, 1-2 p.m., TASK
Center College Road Traitors.

GAIA - PEOPLE FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
GENERAL MEETING: To discuss plans for action
on behalf of the environment. All are welcome.
Wednesdays, Horton, Room 201, 7 pm.

MEETINGS

UNIVERSITY COMPUTING

GENERAL
FREE TAX HELP: VITA (Volunteer Income Tax
Assistance) provides free tax help in the community.
Volunteers help people with basic tax returns,
particularly elderly, handicapped, and non-Englishspeaking taxpayers. There is NO charge for this
service. Tuesdays, and Thursdays, February 7 to
April 13, Forest Park Office, 8:30 to 10:30 am and
6-8 pm., call 862-2742 for an appointment.
GREAT BAY FOOD COOP: A non-profit retail
and pre-order food store. Quality food at affordable
prices. Open Wednesdays, 4:30 to 7:30 p.m.,
Recreation room, Hubbard Hall.
GOURMET DINNER I: Sponsored by Hotel
Administration students. Tickets now on sale for
"A Night in Ye Olde English Manner" seven course
gourment dinner on Friday, March 3, Granite State
Room, MUB, 6 pm, $18.95. MUB Ticket Office,
M-F 10a-4pm, 86~-2290.

1

WILDLIFE SOCIETY GAME DINNER: Tickets
to the annual Wild Game Dinner to be held on
Saturday, April, Alumni Center, 6 pm, $7:50, are
on sale in Room 3, Peccee Hall.
WRITERS WORKSHOP: For anyone interested
in workshopping their writing - Fiction, non-fiction,
poetry. Fridays, Non-Traditional Student Center,
1:30-3 pm.
TGIF PIZZA LUNCH: Every Friday ac the NonTraditional Student Center, Petree House, noon
to 2 pm $1 per slice and some of the best company
around.
BOOK/BAKE SALE: Sponsored by Italian Club.
Used books and sweets. Wednesday, March 1, MUB
Baicony Table #1, 10 am co 3:30 pm
LESBIAN SUPPORT GROUP: Discuss common
issues, experiences and problems in 'a friendly,
confidential atmosphere. Tuesdays, Resource Room,
Health Services, 8:30 pm.
FBI CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: Sponsored by
the Justice Studies Program. Bob Gardner, Representative for the Federal Bureau of Investigation
will be here ro discuss job descriptions and
employment opportunities. Thursday, March 2nd,
Room 215 Horton, 1 to 2 pm.
TUESDAY NIGHT LIVE: Sponsored by Campus
Crusade for Christ. Come join us for an evening
of fun, fellowship and singing. Tuesday, February
28, Room 11, New Hampshire Hall, 7-8:15 p.m.
UNH HORSEMAN'S CLUB: Afternoon field trip
to the Therapeutic Riding barn, Windrush Farm.
Meer at the Horsebarn at 1:00, Thursday, March

2.

.

BREAK: Discussion group for students who are
separated, divorced, or just thinking about it. Drop
in anytime between 12:30 and 2 p.m. on Wednesdays
at the Non-Traditional Student Center, Bring a
bag lunch.
STUDENT COALITION FOR THE HOMELESS:
Meet every Wednesday, in room 126, Hamilton
Smith, 7 p.m. Help plan fun and worthwhile events
atUNH.

Non-credit courses are free of charge. Register
online on the VAX/VMS systems by entering the
command "TRAINING" at the VMS Hilbert
prompt ($). CUFS users should tab down to
"OTHER SER VICES" on the menu and type
"TRAINING." Call ~667 to register if you do not
have access to the above. All classes are held in
Hamilton-Smith, rm. 7, unless otherwise stated.
Advanced WordPerfect-Macintosh (2 sessions):
This course will introduce the skills needed to create
and use macros and to use the graphics feature
of WordPerfect. Held in room 3, Hamilton Smith.
Prerequisite: WordPerfect and Intermediate
WordPerfect. Mon. Feb. 27 and Wed. Mar. 1, from
9 am - noon.
SPSSX: Basic SPSSX terminology and file concepts.
Learn how to define and describe data to SPSSX,
common statistical procedures and what they
produce. Prerequisite: VAX/VMS or equivalent
experience. Tuesday, March 7, from lpm-3pm.
MS-DOS (2 sessions): The basics of the MS;DQS
operating systems. The course is not specific co
a particular application or machine, but covers
features and facilities available on a typical
rnicrocompucer using MS-DOS or one of its
derivitives: PC-DOS (IBM PC) OR Z-DOS
(Zenith). Held in Rm. 3. Prerequisites: Using
Microcomputers or equivalent experience. Wednesday & Friday, March 8 & 10, from 9am-l lam.
dBASE III Plus (3 sessions); Session 1: Browsing:
dBASE III Plus is an easy to use, interactive database
management system for MS-DOS based microcomputers. In this session participants will learn
database concepts and basic commands co query
an existing database and co produce labels and simple
reports from database information. Held in Rm.
3. Prerequisites: MS-DOS or equivalent experience. Thursday, March 9, from 9am-noon.
Session 2 - Reports and Labels: In chis session,
participants will learn how co generate mailing
labels and simple reports from information stored
in a database. Held in Rm. 3. Prerequisites: MSDOS and dBASE III Plus Browsing or equivalent
experience. Tuesday, March 14, from 9am-noon.
Session 3 - Creating: In this session, participants
will learn how co design and create a dBASE III
Plus database, plus how to add, change, and delete
database information. Held in Rm. 3. Prerequisites:
MS-DOS and dBASE III Plus Browsing or equivalent
experience. Thursday, March l?, from 9am-noon.
Beginning WordPerfect (2 sessions): This course
introduces the conventions used in the WordPerfect
Processing program. You will learn how co scare
WordPerfect, create a document, save a document
and exit WordPerfect. You will also learn about
editing, formatting and revising documents.
Appropriate for users of WordPerfect versions
4.2 or 5.0 Held in Rm. 3. Prerequisities: MS-DOS
or equivalent expereicne. Tuesday & Thursday,
March 14 & 16, from lpm-3pm.
MacWrite: Basic concepts of MacWrite, an easy
tO use word processing package for the Apple
Macintosh. Discussion of editing, formatting and
printing. Held in Rm. 3. Prerequisicies: Usin·~ a
Mac or equivalent experience. Wednesday, March
15, from 9am-noon.

By Kim Armstrong
The football team may only
sleep two to a room when
traveling, but the gymnastics
team may sleep up co four co a
room.
Except for one male, the
audience consisted entirely of
females, who came out co hear
a panel of guests speak about
collegiate women athletes in a
lecture entitled "Women's Athletics in Academia" yesterday
in the Hillsborough/Sullivan
room of ·che the MUB.
Judy Spiller, interim commissioner of the UNH President's
Commission oa the Status of
Women, said the objective of
chis program is to show the
current status on how women
athletes are portrayed on campuses today.
The event was pare of UNH' s
women's history program, entitled "Women on Campus
Changing Minds." The event,
· as well as others taking place
between Feb. 22 and March 8,
was held in order to increase
the awareness of women's jssues
on campus.
"Why -should ·people care
about women's athletics?" Cindy
Garthwaite, UNH Title IX
Coordinator and moderator for
the panel asked.
Title IX is a federal regulation
that is partly responsible for
creating positive changes in
women's athletics by insisting
on gender equity.
Jeanne Rollins, director of
athletics at Northeastern University, expressed how women's
roles in athletics has changed
greatly in the past 20 years.
"Athletics is an educational
tool...it gives women the opportunity to grow, to know, and co
be," Rollins said.
According to Rollins, in 1969
the "NCAA didn't know how
to spell women" and no money
was allotted to the existing
women's reams.
Now women teams have new
uniforms, money, travel first
class, and have crowds attending
their games, said Ce _DeMarco,
men's and women's athletic
direccor at Bridgewater State
University.
Most people think everything
is great when in reality women's
athletics still have a ways co go,

DeMarco said.
"New sneakers and court time
is not the only thing that's
important," DeMarco said.
We still can't see what we
might lose if we don't keep
pushing, DeMarco said. "We're
not v.;':1ere we should be by a long
shot.
So where is the problem?
Nancy Rowe, assistant athletic director of New Hampshire
tollege, said it has a lot to do
with the administration. Ma.ny
women are not filling the upper
administration rules, which in
turn leaves them open for men.
Many perceive if this continues
to happen, more males will be
coaching and determining women's destiny in athletics, Rowe
said.
DeMarco said there are two
types of structures used in the
administration. If one athletic
director is used, the person must
be sensitive to women's issues.
There must be a respect for
talent, regardless of whether
or not the athlete is male or
female. If this doesn't work, two
athletic directors should be hired
so women don't lose out.
Coaching positions, scholarship opportunities and administration are still male dominated. Women's athletics have
come a long way since 1969, but
it still have ·a way to go, the
panelists said.
Tim Lewis, a men's basketball
player, was the lone male present. He believed everything said
at the forum was true. The
men's reams usually get more
money and travel more comforca bl y than the women, for
reasons unknown to him.
According to Lewis, it's the
administration that has co cope
with the problems of distributing money to the teams, although letters and phone calls
can sometimes make a difference.
Garthwaite is in charge of
overseeing UNH's participation
in the regulation and urges
anyone who is interested in
voicing their opinion or becoming involved co contact her.
As DeMarco states, "an athlete is an athlete," regardless
of the s,port or the gender of the .
athlete and this is what people
need co realize.

Correction:
It was incorrectly reported in the last issue of
The New Hampshire that the new journal, DA SEIN,
was supported by the Programing Fund Organization. The journal is actually funded by the Student
Press. The New Hampshire regrets any inconveniences caused by the misprint.
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Clothes Drive
Monday, March 6
Tuesday, March 7
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New look at women's history
By Terri Danisevich ·

b,,j ··10-or 20 or 200 years ago,
buc are OK now."
In addition, Ulrich also
stressed the need t0 discover
women's lives in the past
through hisrory and literature.
It is important not ro recount
female oppression, but t0 look
at the significam comributions
of women in general, as well as
female authors, hisrorians, and
scholars.
"In history, periodization has
been organized around wars and
reigns of rulers,'.' sa'i'd Ulrich
·who believes hisrory Has been
is'sues.
.
written around men. "It is
"Advertisers tell us 'We've important io integrate male and
come a long way, baby,·:· Ulrich female perspectives."
In order ro continue t0 move
said. However, by using a saying given to her from a former forward, Ulrich conceives that
student, she quickly added, "We the next step for women is "the
haven't come a long way. And job of integration."
Due ro the depth of this type
we are not babies."
It is disturbing to Ulrich that of undertaking, one must "unroday's students believe derstand rhe srrain of female
igorning women's issues ~ere victimization as well as poliri~al .

Today women college srudems do not feel as oppressed
as their predecessors and do not
see a dire need for advancement,
said UNH Associate Professor
of History Laurel Ulrich,.
Ulrich, in her presentation,
"Beyond Virginia Slims- New
Ways of Looking at Women's
History," spoke to a group of
approximately 60 women in the
MUB Friday morning.
She explained how chaqge
over time does not auromaticaily
mean progress for women's

'

.
,

••

hisrory." She also said that the
only people that can rewrite
such hisrory are the actual
women's studies scholars.
She urged all who attended
ro keep in mind the dangers of
turning what women have accomplished during the Twen~
rieth Cemury imo a celebration.
Today it is easy for women and
society t0 forger the real economic and political opposition
present in female roles.
In a later conversation with
Ulrich, she said she was pleased
. with the interest in the program
and the turnout.
"It is exciting when people
will get up at eight a.m. to talk
about women's issues," Ulrich
said.
The program was presented
by the UNH Women's Network, and was part of the
Women's Hisrory Program currently being observed on campus.
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ATTENTION STUDENTS:

(continued from page 3)

M.A CRO
SALE
Your student ID entitles you to take 10% off
anything in our store--- clothing, jewelry,
accessories. If something you want is already
on sale, take an additional 1 0% off the sale
price. Offer good for the entire month of March.

WHO LLY

·Tliis Summer
· June 25 August 4, 1989

nie Nlntft Annual German Summer Scltool
of tfte Atlantic at tfte Unll'enltr, of Rftode Island
In co-operation wltft tfte Goetfte Instltute B~n.
German will be the sole language of communication. and German
life and culture the heart of this six week residency program of
intensive language study.

MACR O!
17 Ceres St.
Portsmout h, NH

Learn German

436-8887

You may earn up to nine undergraduate or graduate credits while
living in the beautiful surroundings of our country campus. just
minutes away from Rhode Island's magnificent beaches and historic summer colonies.
This program is ideally suited for anyone wishing to enroll in
beginning. intermediate, or any level of advanced German. From
business people and travelers. to students planning work or study
abroad. Toke advantage of this rare opportunity to participate in
t!iis total German Language experience.
·

OPEN EVERY DAY

ao

For details: Dr. John Grandin

..•.-111!!!1111~-.
v
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MUB PUB
Open 7:J0am-3:00pm Mondays thru Thursdays
7:30am-2:.30pm Fridays

THE MUB IS COOKIN'
We now serve fresh, homemade muffins and
other baked goods. Come by and try them!!

CHECK OUT THURSDAY'S SPECIAL PIZZA
OF THE DAY!

jjfj!

I!:!
:; :
11

/ilil

Iii

NITE GRILL SPECIALS
Monday- slice of cheese pizza and 12oz. soda
\:ii
Tuesday- grilled cheese sandwich, pickle and chips::11
Wednesday- BLT, pickle and chips
\ij1
Thursday- Hamburger, pickle and chips
::ii

Come and enjoy alternative dining for only $1.25 Ill
PISTACHIO'S
Open '11 :00am-11 :00pm Mondays thru Fridays
3:00-9:00pm Sundays

Ice cream cookie sandwiches, POPCORN,
frap.pes, sundaes and more!!
Now open on Saturdays!!

FROZEN YOGURT IS HERE!!
Vanilla, chocolate and strawberry, More
flavors coming soon!!

GOODIE PACKAGES
Birthday cakes, cookies, balloons and more!
Cheer up or surprise a friend with a MUB
Goodie Package!!
Call 862-2046 for details.

I

II

MUB GRUBS now served. Delicious
hot lunche~ prepared by hotel 667 students.

j

~

W~i•i'@~J.i;~~"m 'Jf.!!,V::fri:::a•m; •:m~'-i--'f.=lP.=4ii

~

Dr. Otto Dornberg, Co-Directors

Department of Languages

University of Rhode Island
Kingston. RI 02881 (400 792-5911

said. He added that he has
discussed the thought of unions
with faculty members in passing, but it hasn't been brought
up at a faculty meeting.
Professor Jochen Heisenberg,
chairperson of the physics department, said his department
hasn't discussed Lhe idea of
unionizing for a long time.
Heisenberg said 12 or 15
years ago the physics department considered unionizing but
voted against it. He said it hasn't
been brought up again.
"People are not enthusiastic
about discussing it (unionizing.)" Heisenberg said.
He added that the topic may
be brought up at a faculty
meeting in the future.
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To registet:", complete the entry blank
belo\N and drop it off at Stuart Shaines
in Do\Nnto\Nn Durham. No purchase
necessary. Enter as many times as you
\Nish.

Monday

•

S2.00 small cheese pizza

\NINNER DRA\NN MARCH 10th, 1989

-------------------------,

I

II

REGISTER TO \NIN 2 FREE TICKETS
TO THE \NORCESTER SHO\N

~-- t/4

I ADDRESS:

1 CITY.:

.
PHO~E#:

ZIP:

,_fuesday

' e.

I NAME:

~.

~i

5-r1Mrr:,_541f;/;,es
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY ENTER AS OFftN

A)

YOU L,r-i._

S4.00 large cheese pizza
. "e.Ll 1.. qm OWA 3t WJl 'Be 7"'4.41/ WW. q.,, ,{w,e''

~.

~---

~
1'i

For Prompt Deliveries... 868-2224
. Mt►

H

COME

-SUNA PEE with

/

I

UNH SKI CLUB

March 4 only $28 !
..====sign up soon!!==::=a
MON, TUES 9-4
OFFICE HOURS
TABLE HOURS WED, THU.RS 11-1
or call 862-1013

~.

From 5:00pm to Close

◄

-Information SessionThursday, March 2, 1989
7:00 - 9:00 pm.
Grafton Rm. MUB
Film and returned volunteers
to answer questions

I

-t ►

~
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FASHION APPAREL
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Remembering
$28.90

Ocean Pacific Pants •.

family roots

ran & whire, compare .a5 $34

·-:-:

.,

··:

Tie-dyed con9n compat.e ~t$30

(possibly in another life)
I always feel badly for people I know who say that they
can't stand their close relatives. I cannot fault someone
for not liking their cousins or aunts and uncles or
grandparents, becau~e for all I know, they may be lousy
people. Like tne man says, you can choose your friends,
but you can't choose your relatives. I don't know what man
said that, but you see what I'm getting at.
I consider myself most fortunate, then, not only to like
virtually every relative I have that I know - I think I am closer
to second and third cousins than a lot of people are to their
immediate family - I also consider myself extremely lucky
to have a vast and interesting collection of relatives I never
knew, people who are long since dead.
How do I figure that one? Well, thanks to the miracles
of photographs, home movies, and the memories of my older
relatives, I feel as if I knew my great-grandmothers and greatgrandfathers (on my mother's side, at least - on my father's
side most everyone other than my grandmother and her
sister was killed in the 1915 massacres in Armenia) and
all their contemporaries, and, even though no one has any
real recollection of her, we have pictures of my great-greatgrandmother. Big deal? Damn right it's a big deal. Some
people can know the names of their relatives back hundreds
of years; because all of our family records, if they ever existed,
were destroyed back in the old country (Armenia, that is),
that is as far back as I can go - one precious picture of my
great-great grandmother from about 1885. Since the rest
is lost forever, it is important to me to know as much as
I can of everyone whom I do know existed.
Because I feel so close to these people whom I can only
ever know through pictures and because I am so fascinated
with the lives they led, I always feel kind of depressed when
I see old photos of someone for sale in an antique shop.
These people were probably very interesting in their own
way and beloved by their families; now their imag·es are
for sale as curiosities. Perhaps this is why I feel personally
responsible for knowing and recording as much as I can
about the people I have pictures of; if I don't do it, maybe
no one will, and my ancestors will wind up collecting dust
in an antique shop. Now that would really depress the hell
out of me.
Quite possibly what this issue, like most others, comes
down to is egotism. I do not ever want these people to be
forgotten because they belong to me, they are my only
connection to an increasingly distant past. Of course, the
supreme egotism, of which we are all guilty, is the hope
that we will not be forgotten long after we are gone. Maybe
it is just that I don't want people pawing oyer me in an antique
shop in 100 years (which would probably be as unpleasant
for them as for me). Or maybe I'm just a whiny fathead with
nothing better to do than keep the past alive. But then,
I won't trouble you with my problems. I can't mal<e you
as hung up on the past as I am, but do this; next time you
see a picture of a long deceased relative, or even a grandparent
whom you did not (or do not) like, just remember that they
lived and did not want to be forgotten. That's enough.Marc Mamigonian is an Arts Staff Reporter and a proud
co-founder of LAPHOS.
.
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REGISTER TO WIN FREE
-,
TICKETS TO THE WORCESTER SHOW

NAME: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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B1G SALE on BALFO UR ••
CLASS RINGS

$30 off 10k
$50 off 14k
$170 Off 17k
Thursday & Friday, March 2nd & 3rd
10am - 3pm in the MUB

Balfom:sCollege Class Rings

.No one remembers in so many ways.
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Att mortals interested
in working at the

ElVtS COSTELLO~
for production/security ...
. . .a meeting will be held.. .

Tuesday, Feb. 28th,
at 7 P.M. in the
Strafford rm., MUB-

SCOPE will take veteran members first. ..
SPRING BREAK EQUIPMENT
available at

AYDE
HAYDEN
S P O R T S
,I'

SPORTS

. - - - - - - - - - under the Campus Game Center, Main

HAYDEN

s1.----------S P O R T S

~~J--Jlllill'IIJlllllil

F

"

De<l,Wed ro i //(ntSS r,/,S(y/t •

arena

•••
FREE: Marty Hogan Duffle bag w/ purchase
of Marty Hogan mid or oversized ceramic raquet

H A Y D E N
S P O R T S

FREE: Converse canvas high tops
w / purchase of Converse ERX 300's

-

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE:
Hayden raquetball socks or Torso socks

GRANo _OPENING G1vEAw AYs

STARTING
MARCH 1st
while supplies last
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Glory Daze Restaurant wants you to know that we are trying to
provide:
I Quick lunch specials everyday
■ Low prices
■ Large portions
■ A pleasant, casual atmosphere to help you get away
from the outside world
• Professional, courteous, friendly ·service
I Relaxing, high quality meals
We appreciate the difficulties of sqeezing in a satisfying lunch in
less than an hour anywhere in Durham. We suggest you try our new,
quick lunch specials and -we promise to make your, dining experience
"worth the walk" to

·GLORY DAZE RESTAUR ANT·

**

Two· for Tuesday is back by popular demand!!!
Buy one- meal and get a second (lower priced) meal free every Tuesday!

**
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Editorial·
Problems with the process
Over the years, several unpopular decisions have been handed down by President
Haaland's administration. Each has met
with a fervor of protests, stinging accusations of 'dictatorship,' and the loss of
trust from many of us beneath him.
One of the first hard-hitting decisions
was over Thompson Hall. In 1985, T-Hall
was home for the registrar, the business
office and financial aid. It was regarded
as the focal point for student services, and
was indeed a convenient location for these
offices. However after $ 1.5 million dollars
worth of renovations, T-Hall was taken
away from the students. Looking like a hotel
of splendor, the building was converted
into grand off ices and plush conference
. rooms.
Thro~gh all the heated remarks, an
important fact was overlooked. T-Hall is
the oldest building on this campus. The
wear and tear was killing it. The renovations
were essential for the building's survival
after having tens of thousands of pairs of
feet clod through its interior. If anyone
can remember the former T-Hall, they
would know how worn down it had become.
So the administration made a decision
to move the students out of T-Hall. It is
disturbing that primarily administrative
off ices moved in, but to continue having
thousands of snowy, muddy feet dragged
through the building would have defeated
the renovations' purpose and ruined THall.
·

In the meantime, Stoke has proven to
be an acceptable student service center.
Of course, this decision brought on another
on-slaught of protesting. Still, Haaland's
reasoning was valid. A year prior, an
incident of sexual assault and the death
of a young man, who had fallen out of an
eight floor window, forced the administration to take a hard look at the living
conditions within Stoke Hall, the most
overcrowded dorm on campus. This look
resulted in Haaland informing students
that 71 beds were being taken out of Stoke.
However, the decision was too extreme
and involved no input. There was an uprise.
Haaland reconsidered and settled on a
compromise, taking out only 39 beds.
The problems with the above decisions
lie in the process. Again and again Haaland
has alienated students, faculty and staff
with his means of decision-making. The
administration's habit of whispering behind
closed doors is a rotten one, resulting in
wasted time and emotions on both sides.
This year's rage is obviously the location
of a new dormitory complex. Once again
a controversial decision has been handed
down, affecting the future course of this
university. Once again the process was
poorly handled, costing nearly four months
from the project. Haaland declared his spot,
felt heat from all sides,_then stepped back
in an effort to appease critics. The committee stepped in, chose what they felt was
the best site, then submittep their recom-

Dorm

Armenia

To the Editor:
In this age of retro-Sixties activism, it has recently become all
the rage to criticize President
Haaland's every move as being selfserving and ignorant of the needs
of the University of New Hampshire community. The most recent
example is the widespread uproar
concerning President Haaland's
choice of Site 5 for new undergradua t.e housing. Countless special
interest groups seem to have sprung
up out of nowhere to protest the
President's decision.
The President has nothing to
gain by choosing any one site over
another. He has carefully weighed
all aspects of the issue and made
a decision that, to the best of his
ability, will serve the largest possible number of the University of
New Hampshire population in
years to come.
It is a shame that so much energy
is expended by so many people in
a negative direction, in the form
of students trying to change decisions that were made with those
students in mind. Petty bickering
from small self-serving special
interest groups will only hurt the
University in the long run. It is only
by working together that we can
effect a constructive change and
help the University of New Hampshire reach its goal of becoming the
best small State University in the
nation.
Respectfully,
Christopher R. Leavy

To the Editor:
I am an American-Armenian
student currently attending Rutgers
University in New Jersey. As I begin
the new semester, I can't help but
wonder how the students in Armenia feel. Most, if not all of the
students, have lost loved ones and
friends and many have been injured,
some permanently. In addition,
most of the universities in the area
have been completely destroyed.
It is estimated that 88 schools were
leveled within 3 minutes on the day
the earthquake hit.
None of us could have predicted
or prevented the earthquake. However, we can help to rebuild shattered lives. In particular, I am
appealing to the students of American universities to help ease the
pain of the students in Armenia.
I am asking that we as students
organize fundraising events for the
specific purpose of aiding the
victims of the earthquake. Students
can even organize a neighborhood
campaign to raise money.
Since the earthquake, I have been
actively involved in relief efforts,
organized by the Armenan General
Benevolent Union (AGBU). The
AGBU, established in 1906, is the
largest Armenian philanthropic
organization in the world. The
AGBU created the Armenian Aid
program. The AGBU Board of
Directors has pledged to spend
100% of alt monies raised to aid
the victims in Armenia. Donations
earmarked for a specific purpose

UNH Class of '88

.\

"

•'I''

will be used only for that purpose.
Therefore, all monies raised by
students in American universities,
which are earmarked for the purpose of rebuilding the schools and
universities, will be used for that
purpose.
The AGBU will attempt to provide speakers to you and your
student groups if requested. In
addition, the AGBU would be happy
to discuss ways in which your
student groups can help and provide
you information about the fundraising activities of other schools in
your area. Posters advertising the
plight of the Armenians have been
printed and are available upon
request. Please feel free to call Al~x
Markarian, Chairman of the AGBU
Armenia Aid Fundraising Committee at his office at (212) 221-5730,
for further information about the
organization or any other questions
· you may have about the Armenia
Aid program.
The cost to rebuild the shattered
region in Armenia and the lives of
those affected is too large for any
one nation or people to bear alone.
The Armenians need our assistance.
As the new semester begins with
all the hope surrounding it, let us
think about our fellow students in
Armenia who now have no school
to attend and who have questions
rather than hope surrounding their
future. Please help. Thank you.
Donations should be sent to
AGBU Armenia Aid, 585 Saddle
River Road, Saddle Brook, New
Jersey 07662 (201) 797-7600 or 1800-282-9877.
Sincerely,
David·Kevorkian ,

mendation. If Haaland had chosen this site,
he could have avoided a second backlash.
But he did not. Instead, his decision was
to stick with the original site.
Despite all the criticism, Haaland's
selection is a solid one. This university is
expanding and there is nowhere else to
go but west. Also, there are too many hoies
in the Ad Hoc Committee's recommendation to justify selecting that particular site.
Long-term results point only toward the
negative--inadequate space for a 600-bed
dorm, increased parking woes, increased
costs, etc. .. As with T-Hall and Stoke,
Haaland' s decision could prove to be a good
one.
There are still unanswered questions,
though, some the product of Haaland's
distrustful decision-making process. Why
did the Ad Hoc Committee choose site IA
if there were so many problems with it?
Was valuable information that would negate
that selection made available to the ·committee? Does UNH's 'Master Plan' exist,
and, if so, is it in writing or just in someone's
head?
Haaland should have included the university in this a long time ago, and one can
only hope that the experience has humbled
him. If not, the future for students, faculty,
staff and Haaland himself is most certainly
a bumpy one, wasting valuable money, time
and energy. This entire dorm fiasco is
further proof of t~at.
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University-Forum
The right
to vote
By Michael Rose
There is alot of bad news for University students
coming from Concord so far this year. First was
the revelation that Governor Sununu had mangled
the budget and was running deficits similar to those
of Massachusetts. Newly elected Governor Gregg
responded with draconian cuts in state agency
budgets half-way through the fiscal year. What
this meant of course was that a recission of 3 %
was a cut of 6% in real terms. In his budget message
for the next bienna, Gregg targeted spending growth
for the University System at a paltry 4% for 1991,
or roughly half of the aggregate request of the fiscally
conservative Board of Trustees. In fact, Gregg's
_propo_sed system budget keeps pace only with
rnflat10n and sets' the tone for stagnation when
we really need innovation and expansion.
The University will do what it can in terms of
lobbying and informing representatives of our needs.
It is hard to justify cuts or level growth coupled
with large tuition increases forecast for the next
year unless there is some light at the end of the
tunnel. And people can change policy with elections.
Governor Gregg could be given an early retirement
next ti_m~ around;_the legislators who supported
the reoss1on can be thrown out of office by interested
groups who would place citizens with a better
understanding of higher education into off ice.
Except, that a frightening bill has been introduced
to the House of Representatives which could aleviate
our role in state government and give serious
detriment to our notions of democracy. House Bill
466 may cake away your right to vote in your college
community simply because you are a college student .
. Briefly, HB466 requires students to vote by an
absentee ballot (from their parent's address) unless
they meet certain residency requirements. One of
the requirements is that if one attends the University
or member college, you must be considered "instate" for tuition purposes in order to have voting
privileges. Any one knows however, that you could
attend UNH from say, Alaska, and live in Durham
for four consecutive years without being considered
an "in-state" student. And that is a result of System
policy; designed to maintain revenue yields, not
indicate one's connection to a locality. There is
no other rationale in this bill other than an attempt
by Rep. Dickinson and Rep. Lewis (both Republicans) to disrupt the voting process and eliminate
results they do not like. It is an appalling measure.
From time to time active students feel it is their
responsibility to represent their peers where there
· may be a degree of unfairness. Tim Silk ran an
excellent campaign in 1987 to get student representation on the Durham Town Council. Though
he lost, he set a precedent of what our involvement
should be. For next year, Wendy Hammond and
I worked closely with Tim and Michelle Scenna
in an effort to ensure students were represented
on Council and had a say in local ordinances such
1
as the Unrelated Persons Ordinance
and Noise
regulations. And we have made significant progress.
Last week the Durham Town Council agreed in
principle to appoint a student to the Town Council
as an ex-officio member for a year term. House
Bill 466 is in direct contrast to this spirit of cooperation we have begun to forge here in Durham.
If it passes, we are once again relegated to the status
of second class citizens.
This bill must be killed. When testimony begins
on this bill in the Senate we hope to have many
students bus up to Concord with us (it has already
begun in the House) as this is a devestating blow
to our rights. One may not care when they tell you
how many people can live in a home, or those petty
issues. However, if you lose the vote, you have lost
it all. Freedom of speech entails more than
complaining. And this is about our freedom.

Michael Rose is the Student Body Vice President
and Student Rep to the Durham/University Committee.

Louisiana Legislature's New Look

Greek organizations
on the- UNH camJ)us
By Gregg Sanborn
I want to re-emphasize my position concerning
the presence of greek letter organizations on the
UNH campus. This appears necessary in light of
recent events involving a fraternity.
,
A Statement of Relationship Between the
University of New Hampshire and the Greek System
was developed during the 1986-87 academic year.
It included some important statements:
"Each sorority and fraternity is unique and has
the right and the responsibility to govern itself
in accordance with its ideals. Howev~r, sororities
and fraternities are members of the UNH/Durham
community and share with UNH and Durham the
obligation to ensure that the exercise of their rights
is consistent with the goals and standards of
community. It is important for the Greek System
to actively assume responsibility
its role as a
member of the UNH/Durham community.
To that end, it is important for the members
of the Greek System to engage in establishing and
articulating appropriate'standards of behavior,
particularily iri the areas of academics, alcohol,
and the treatment of women. With the assistance
and support of the University community, the Greeks
should re-think some of their current practices
and seize the opportunity to make change for the
betterment of the System and the UNH/Durham
community. While many of the problems currently
facing the System are complex and confront all
of society, these issues must be addressed. The System
has within its midst the talent and leadership to
be a catalyst for positive change and growth at the
· University of New Hampshire."
I agree with these statements and I believe
fraternities and sororities have a place at the

for

University when they abide by the principles of
their founder~ and the policies of this institution.
Under these conditions they are expected to support
the academic mission and to contribute positively
to student life.
I am pleased and proud of the progress made
within the UNH Greek System over the past two
years. While much remains to be done, the leadership
of the individual houses, IFC and Panhellenic have
worked hard to bring about needed change and I
sense the committment to continue improvements
in order to preserve the integrity of the System
for the future. Most houses are sincerely attempting
to do their part.
When an organization gets into difficulty it is
not necessarily an indictment of all similar
organizations. Yet it is essentially that an organization that decides to challenge fairly established
and clearly articulatea. rules of conduct be called
to account. At UNH this is done within the context
of our Conduct System and those charged must be
ready to bear the consequences of their actions if
they are determined to be violators.
When the fraternity in question got into difficulty
of their own making they went through our conduct
system and learned that such lapses of behavior
are firmly and strongly addressed on a case-by-case
basis. Other greek organizations who live by our
community standards are commended and supported
and continue to be welcomed on the UNH campus.

Gregg Sanborn is Associate Vice President and
Dean for Student Affairs.
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Arts & -E ntertainment
Regga~
By Tiffany Lewis
The crowd ac MUSO's Reggae:
Fest on Saturday night ·was
feeling upbeat. Dressed in their
best tie-dyes and brightest wool
berets, they were itching co
dance the night away co some
of Boscon's best reggae and ska
bands: Place O'Shrimp, One
World, and Shy Five.
Before· they could begin co
sway and flail their arms, however, they had a long wait. With
the show scarring nearly 45
minutes late, che crowd was
forced to stand in the roped off
corral in front of the Granite
State Room door. The smell of
Patchouli filled the air. Some
people passed the time ac the
Reggae Bake Sale where "Jah
Brownies" were being sold.
Others visited the "Scop Seabrook" cable co gee information.
Plate O'Shrimp, the main
attraction, is a 7 member band
that played a solid ska and
reggae set. The band's sound
was slick and was boosted by an
additional percussionist on tomcorns and bongos. Many songs
were heavy with melodic saxophone. Plate O'Shrimp was a
real crowd pleaser. Not one of
the nearly 400 people who
attended che show were seated
because the Plate O'Shrimp
sound (which seemed co be very
influenced by the English Beat)
was very danceable.
Thf> hand also clic. .. · P'""':

rest Is

A Crowd Pleaser

\..UVb." vi: l.aL JLt:\. ,__ .. ::,
£\.ii0thc:r
Saturday Night" in Calypso
style. It's easy to see why Place
O'Shrimp is one of the big 0ands
in Boston right now. With the
good reception they had Saturday night at their first UNH gig,
hopefully they will be back again
soon.
The other two bands, One
World and Shy Five, played
typically pleasing reggae sets.
One World was a little more
commercialized. The fivemember band's set ranged from
Calypso tunes to slow, easy
reggae songs full of three part
harmonies. A highlight was
"Friends' which began with a
"Diamonds on the Soles of Her
Shoes" - type harmony a Ia Paul
Simon's Graceland album.
~hy Five, believe it or not, was
a six-member band. They performed more instrumental
songs than lyrical ones. Their
sound was new-wave reggae
spliced with guitar solos.
One World and Shy Five's sets
were both very good, but as I
said before, your basic reggae
fare. All of the bands were
talented -- Plate O'Shrimp by
far being the best and most
innovative. The crowd's bare
feet must have been happy from
their unending dancing to the
undulating rhythms they put
forth. Someone even wore clo<2s Plate O'Shrimp performing at MUSO's Reggae Fest on Saturday in the MUB. (Deborah Hopkins
co rhe show ... now where du ' )L.
;·,ht,
suppose she ever got her hanc.- ,
on chose?

Ed's Redeeming Qualities

Upcoming
Events ...
Comedians from all over the country appear in
the MUB PUB on Wednesday nights ac 9:00 p.m.
Tickers are available at the door, $3 for students,
$5 for nonstudents.
The Portsmouth Academy of Performing Arts
will present Colin Higgins' "Harold and Maude"
ar che Bow Srreet Theater in Portsmouth from
February 17 - March 5. Tickets are $10 ($12 for
Saturday performances) and may be purchased at
the box office, or by calling 433-4472.
The Durham Stage Company will present Garcia
Lorca's "Blood Wedding," a passionate play set
in 1930's Spain. The production opened Friday,
February 24th, and will run every Thursday, Friday
and Saturday at 8:_00 p.m., Sundays at 7:30, through
March 19th. Tickets are $10 for adults, $8 for
students and senior citizens. For information and
reservations call 868-2068.
The UNH Women's Commission will present
'Tm Getting My Act Together And Taking It On
The Road" Saturday, March 4, at 8:00 p.m. in the
Johnson Theater. One of Broadway's longest runni•ng
musicals, it focuses on the "liberation" of a 39year-old, divorced, cabaret singer. Tickets are 52
and may be reservc<l by cailing 862-2290, or going
cu the: MGB Ticker Office.

By i<.athleen Ha1ey
While mowing his lawn one
lay, Dan Leone realized chat if
(Oc. spelled tl-.e name "Bob"
)ackwards, intill spelled "Bob."
Such homespun observations
ue not uncommon to the group
whose songs pay homage to
wallpaper, auto parts, and run:lown apartments. This group
is none ocher than "Ed's Re:leeming Qualities."
When the four musicians who·
make up the band began playing
cogether about a year ago, they
weren't expecting much. They
are mostly self-caught, and
admit that their musical talents
are not the greatest. Their
instruments include the ukulele,
played by Dan Leone; violin, by
Carrie Bradley; guitar, played
by Bradley and Leone's cousin,
Dom Leone; and bongo drums,
a wine bottle and fork, and rice
in a coffee can, all played by the
Maxwell House virtuoso, Neno
Perrotta.
The question of the mysterious Ed's true identity prompts
silence from the four. After a
moment; however, they all give
different answers similraneously.
"This is Ed," says Bradley as
she begins pulling up her sweater.
"Really? Which one?"
answers Dan.
Bradley motions co her tee
- , :iirt which spores a smiling
:--.ick figure that looks like it was
,,rawn by a fourth grader. It's
.ed.
Dan eventually admits that
rhe band's name anually came
iron) poem he wrote. He usb
me n:1me ·· Ed " in rn.1ny of his
-. :~ . . .. . . ~ .., ; , \

does nor a1wctys refer ro rhe
same character. "l just lii<.e me
name," he says. "He is the
master of Ed-ness."
"He's got a good attitude,"
Bradley says of their namesake.
"He's not a person, but ... " she
ends her sentence for lack of rhe
proper word to describe Ed with.
The elusive quality of "Edness" is many things, but me
group's many imperfections
seem to sum it up best. The
often-made mistakes, accompanied by shy, apologetic smiles
are not only common, but expected members. After one
show, when very few mistakes
were made and the four thought
they had done well, a -fan told
them that they had lacked
energy.
"You can go see any band and
have thein play their songs
right," Dan said. Audiences that
come co see "Ed's Redeeming
Qualities" look forward to the
blunders. The mistakes lend co
the quality of "having our flies
down musically," Bradley observed.
Sounds of the refrigeracor and
coffee maker can be heard in the
background of a homemade
cassette the band 'recorded in
the kitchen of Dan and Carrie's
Kittery home last summer and
appropriately titled "Ed's Kitchen." The inside cover re ... ..:;s
"All songs recorded on 7/ l 6/88
in Ed's Kirchen except Lr a
bunch that were recorded at
other times in Ed's livir1g rovui."
The tape, as well as their first,
"Ed's Redeeming Qualities,"
can he purchased at :my of their
shu• ✓ s . The::y <1re Jttracrively
displayed in a Hatman lunch box
thJ.t hangs un their living room

wall between shmvs.
The group .... ,de one of its
first appearance::. as an organized band on WUNH-FM last
spring. At about the same time,
they began playing hoot nights
at the Scone Church in Newmarket and the 1369 in Brookline,

M~iSS.

Since then, che group has
gone on co become house band
ac rhe Ratskellar ("The Rat")
in Boscon. Each Sunday night
they are featured in "Ed's Basement," a show which consists
of music and readings of poetry
and fiction. The group has
gained a loyal following in the
four weeks since Ed's Basement
began.
"The Rae's getting real
comfy," observed Dom. "I gee
the feeling at che Rat that I used
to get as a kid walking around
my basement."
Despite being fr0m Kittery,
Maine, and being former UNH
graduate students, the band has
had more success in the Boston
area than it has in the seacoast.
However, they often play at the
Stone Church and the Tree Cafe
in Portland, Maine. Beyond
Boston, the band recently made
their debut in Washington D.C.
and have played in New York
City as well.
"We had no intent of ir ever
gerri :1g ro ,.1--, is," Pcrr<,tLt ::.u; ~'.
CJt chc:ir success. '" We: were: just
1
,. • : -. _r

;;

w ' l[IJ

fun ..
tne ex\..t:yc;on oi brau -

~: ) :"'

ley, who has played che violin
s i nee she was in· the fourth
gr,t..\ . , rhe ba:.-.'. ,r1e:rnber:-, h,. 1e
piayed rheir instruments ror less
than rwo years. Despite his lack
of experience o n rh e i.1kulel,e ,
Ea Lvntmuett on paJ!e I~;
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True Believers:
By Marc A. Mamigonian
Good thrillers an, a rarity on
par with octuplets in Hollywood, wnich is why I am so
pleased with True Believer. The
film, which stars James Woods
and Robert "Don't Call Me
Morton" Downey Jr., is an
adrenalin explosion pretty much
from start to finish, propelled
mainly by Woods' kick-out-thejams lead performance.
Woods plays a New York
'lawyer, once notorious for taking cases no one else will touch,
who is losing his youthful
idealism after too many years
of getting drug pushers off easy.
Enter Robert Downey as Youthful Idealism, Woods' new assistant. They take on a case which
involves reopening an eightyear old Chinatown murder case,
which leads to an exciting-and
suspenseful film.
True Believers is directed·
with energy, style, and a great
sense of pacing by Joseph Ruben
(Dreamscape, The Step Father), if not subtlety. But
subtlety is clearly not what is
called for in a film like this that
t4rives on nervous energy and
the seedy pulse of the city. I
cannot credit Ruben enough;
I kept waiting for the inevitable
lag, but it never really came.
Inevitably, though, the film
was going to live or die in the
strength of Woods' performance. I can't always watch
Woods; even though I respect
his abi lity , someri111es he purs

-Ed<conrinued from page 17)
Dan finds the energy and concentration_to hop wildly about
the stage while playing some
of the more upbeat songs.
Not many people dance to the
music as energetically as Dan
does, but when they do, it is a
sight to see. At their last appearance at the Stone Church, two
couples engaged in slamwaltzing to the group's biggest
hit,"Lawn Dart."
As the dancers collide, Dan
strums on his ukelele and they
mournfully sing, "A kid was
pegged in the head with a lawn
dart/Her dad didn't see her,
that's the worst part/She was
pegged in the head with a lawn
dart/ so they' re now off the
shelves at the K-Mart."
The song was written by
Perrotta as a parody of the ban
on the outdoor game, lawn darts.
"I wrote the song mainly because I had seen and article, and
the headline said something like
'Girl Pegged in Head,'" he said.
He stressed that he was not
making fun of the accident, but
the actions taken in response
to it. h's about two guys whose
day gets ruined because of a ban
on lawn darts, he said.
The success of the song has
concerned the group in some
ways because it is the only song
that some stations play or that
fans are familiar with. "We try
to keep it out of our sets once
in a while to see if we can get
away with it," said Dom.
Little by little, however, the
band is outgrowing the song.
They have plans to release a four
song mini-album soon. It will
include "Lawn Dart," but will
also include "The Boy I Work
With," "Walk Again,'' and "My
Apartment." They hope that
those who buy the album will
discover char "Ed's Redeeming
Qualit'ies" are many.

me off with his earnesrness.
Here, however, he is brilliant.
From his first scene, when he
delivers a summation that convinces the jury, by sheer force
of will, that his client is innocent, he is a whirlwind, obliterating everything in his path,
including his co-stars, none of
whom have a chance to leave
any kind of lasting impression.
T_he only person we really care
about seeing is Woods, and he
is on screen almost all of the
time. I would say that his
performance is material for next
year's Oscars, but unfortunately
the Acadamy will not remember
this far back come next February, when the nominations come
out.
The True Believer of the title
is Woods' character. He is able
co be so forceful in the courtroom, to take so many chances
outside of it, and sometimes
seem to care more about the case
than his clients because he
believes so fervently in their
innocence. On the darker side,
the implication is that, even if
he is wrong about the client, he
will convince himself otherwise.
Passion and commitment cut
both ways.
I cannot emphasize enough
how pleasantly surprised I was
to be kept on the edge of my seat
for a change, instead of watching
utterly predictable events fall
inro line one by one. A good
thiller is hard to find, and vicev,.:: rs :i, if you know what I mean.

A Good Thrill

.~·,

I
True Believers (left to right) James Woods, Robert Downey Jr., and Yuji Okumoto.

Christmas Music In February

Members of the band Christmas.

Christmas
Ultraprophets of Thee Psykick
Revolution
I.RS. Records
By Arthur Lizie
Well, if I really tried, I could
start this article with some
clever quip concerning Christmas' name. But, as we all know,
that would be tacky and altogether too predictable. Just too
easy. Not that I'm above using
a cheap joke now and then (a
statement that anyone who
reads my writing regularly
would undoubtedly attest to),
but, don't you get the feeling
that if Christmas ever got really
popular (yeah, and I'm a purple
turtle with orange racing
stripes), great wits like Johnny
Carson ("Well, Ed, I see a group
called Christmas -is popular.
They sure don't compare with
the traffic on the L.A. Freeway,
though") and Sam Kinison
("Hey, I'm fat, I hate women,
and this group is called Christmas! That reminds me of my
wife who I almost killed!
. Ahhhhh!!!!") would start making jokes about the. name? Was
that the longest sentence that
you ever read, with the most
parenthetical interruptions, or
what? I thought so. Total lunacy.
But enough of this foolishness,
let's get ·on with the matter at
hand, Christmas' second album
Ultraprophets of Thee Psykick
Revolution, shall we?
Ultraprophets of Thee Psykick Revolution is a dandy, likeable disc. It's as strong as the
band's debut disc (In Excelsior
Dayglo), but its power lies in
different areas. The first disc
was pure power pop; it has a
good beat and you can dance to
it. The new disc cones down che ·
crunch a bir , bur more than
makes Uf? for che power shor-

cage wicn a barcn oi Ci~ver,
curring and sardonic lyrics.
Christmas are one of the few
bands on a major label (now on
I.R.S. after their old label,
Bigtime, folded) that have
enough ingenious observational
skills tO make their lyrics interesting. No typical love songs
here. They tackle AIDS with a
samba beat on "Human Chain";
parody the dethroned but still
dangerous "Richard Nixon"
(cooking for a family barbeque
wearing an apron emblazoned
with "Hail To The Chef"); and
illuminate the overall repulsiveness of the concept behind the
puppets "Punch and Judy."
Christmas make you think while
they keep you boppin'.
Christmas back up the lyrics
with tight, punchy musical
backing; the band walks the
mid-line between pop and hard
rock,' but will always go for the
killer hook if a choice has to be
made. The backbone of the band
is drummer Elizabeth "Ann
Margaret" Cox (her quotations,
not .mine) who keeps the beat
and sings in the sweetest tones
this side of Maureen McGovern.
The brothers Cudahy, straight
out of your favorite Dostoevski
novel, round out the powf!r trio.
Brother Michael wields the
meanest guitar this side of the
Pecos and also does vocals;
brother Nicholas merely wields
the meanest bass this side of the
Pecos. Cool, man.
Well, what's it all mean? It
means that Christmas have
released a highly listenable,
highly enjoyable album that is
mandatory listening for all of
you . The music's interesting,
p i:.,:~ Uft ·r aproph ets of Th ee
P sJk ick · Rei,o/ution is a ne ar
;·t:.i. ,i·, c. Catch Christmas ac The
Rc1 , un April 1.
.
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As the acknowledged world leader in computer
enhancements, Western Digital sees the future as an
array of unlimited options. Business opportunities for
us. Professional possibilities for you. In fact, when
we see potential, we go after it. That's our style.

By leveraging our strengths-superior applications
knowledge, broad integration capability, rapid design,
swift product turnarounds, and second-to-none
customer service-we've-built an organization that's
more than stable. We're a multinational force.
As a global presence, we 're constantly expanding.
Adding. And exploring. That means instant involvement for you. As well as non-stop challenge in an
area of your choice. The options are as diverse as our
vast product line, including semi-conductor devices,
integrated disk drives, video and communication
controllers and single board computer products. And
as exciting as our two, innovative subsidiaries.

Western Digital's technological style includes logic
devices and chip sets that support computer Central
Processing Units (CPUs). In this systems and
solutions-oriented environment, you'll be at the center
of future progress. At Paradise Systems Inc. your
future looks better because we produce devices and
boards that bring greater control and clarity to computer display screens. If Paradise is your choice, a
colorful, full-focus future will be the reward.

Mechanical
Engineering Interns

In concert, Western Digital and its subsidiaries
present a future for those who want substance, as well
as style. To be a part of Western Digital 's future,
please send your resume to: Wes tern Digital Corporation, Bill Warwick, Manager, University Relations &
Placement, 17900 Von Karman, Irvine, CA 92714.
We are an equal opportunity employer.

INESTERN DIGITAL
Growing with you .
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DO YOU HAVE QUESTIONS
ABOUT SOME OF THE RELIGIOUS
GROUPS ON CAMPUS?

Presentation by Steven Hassan
noted exit councelor, author and
farmer Moonie
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· UNH Women's Commiss_ion presents

~

,,

I'M GETTING MY ACT TOGETHER
AND TAKING IT
ON THE ROAD

•◄
•◄

,,

•·

Book and Lyrics by Gretchen Cryer
Music by Nancy Ford

•
",1

0ESTRLIC!11VE C!Lll 15 '.f
•••
AND
HtNT) CONTROL
~
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MARCH 1st@ 7:30 PM
SPAULDING 135

~
~

~
~

•.,

Directed By Noel le Battles Musical Direction By Kathy Fink
Vocal Direction By Daniel le Howard

.,
~

~
~

.
~

,

~'

Sponsored by UNH Residential Programs, UNH
Counseling and Testing Services, UNH Health
Services, UNH/Durham Chaplains' Association,
the Catholic Student Center, and Waysmeet
Protestant Student Center/United
Campus Ministry

11•'

,,,,
~

.••
..
..

SATURDAY, MARCH 4

8:00pm

,

JOHNSON _THEATRE
RESERVATIONS 862-2290

tickets $2.00
MEMORIAL UNION BOX OFFICE
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rN . data

systems

THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON
ZE\ITH
DATA SYSTE\i1S
Z-286LP
DESKTOP PC

~

GREAT
.THINGS
DO COME IN
· SMALL
~ \ PACKAGES
\

SPECIAL UNIVERSITY PRICING!
40-50% OFF RETAIL PRICE GREAT PERFORMANCE • GREAT PRICE

ZENilH INNOVATES A__ ~
FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLFA5E CONTACT:

Bryan Martineau
ZDS Student Representative
862-7048
American Express.VISA, MasterCard Credit Cards Accepted.

-

MOUSE
~>\ND MICROSOFT WINDOWS
.INCLUDED FREE
.\11nos11lt Windows ts a rt·~1slt•rt·d lradt·mark of
\11n11s, ,it t ·,,rp .

Pnccs subject to c ~ without notice.
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HAGKS HALL
WH/tT'S

GOING 0

D

13Y JOHN HIRTLE!

THE U.N.H PL UfYJBER
15

l GUESS Hf M£T

ONLY DOWN THe1?£)

THIE

THERMONUCLEAR POWl?R PLANT

!AP

TO TH£

WflTl=.R

l)NJ-1

MUTANT

AND ROACHES,

HOOXJ N{;r THE

RATS ·

1-IOT

SYS1t:.M.

!AH~

D_Jf.

[K?AmPUS

~om1cs
\,HN 001-(' T

~ A Cc~t'\ \1'1'U- -ro

'<'ou oow~,

"-.fSf.A~~ A <ooco "SIU.,
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Death in Heaven - A Companion

by Jeff Harris

WCOUL[) 0
W T!fAT O
1'

..BEATEN JIIM 5EN5ElE5S
YE 5, 5fl£'5 5UCH
A NICE LI TT1.E THING
I5NT 5HE?
'

RIDDLED HI5 fJODY ?
wITf/ A 5EMI--AUTOMATIC
BAZOOl<A, AND 11 T£ HIM

FOR LUNCH,,

Tfit kILLER

AL50 HAD A TD55ED 5ALAD..

-
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MAR CH 1st
tickets are going on SALE for
the April 15th concert of...

~

I•,
~I

Spike the Beloved Entertainer
also known as:

ELVIS COSTELLO
with special gue~t

NICK LOWE
Tickets available at the MUB ticket office ...
Students ·$10 Non-Stude nts $15

~~

I

-
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1. Buv a Macintosh.

2. Add a peripheraL

'

3. Get a nice, fat check.

NoN through March 31. when you buy selected Macinrmti•sE or Macintmh II computers. you ·u get
a rebate b' up to half the suggested retail price of th! Appie- peripherals you add on - so \'OU ·11 save up to $800.
A.sk br details today where computers are sold on campus.

Apple Pays Half

Stop by University Technology Center
Room

l ➔A

Thompson Hall 862-1.128

0 l9H9 .-lfll,/e CompUler. Inc .,wile. thdpple !<>f.<'.•. mu/ .1t,1<•i11tash_ at'f Tt'f(isll.ffli lrtldttnllril:i ofApple Compuler. Inc. Certain m:tridio11s apply All 1l'bale1; suhfet1 to
.'ilmt mmplitmcr U'ilh the Tmll.l' t111d C0111/i/i01Lf <Jjthe :-w,te /t~\l' Half Prugmm Guide/me.-. m'tli/oh/Rftum _1vur lllJIJxJriztd A/fJk 1f!Sl!(/er Ojfer l'Oid u'bew prohihiltd ~ · /au :
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What's the fastest route to

]

There will
be a

[

.CONDO' J{ ???

)

S~curity/
Production
meeting ...

[[

/,

[

LONDON]

·[

PROGRA~]

Tuesday the 28th of February
in the Strafford Room of the MUB
at 7:00 pm.

.I

ac

EL VIS COSTELLO

concert of April 15th ! !

... Experienced members will be taken first ...

i~~

]-

]

. of

[

course!

[

]

]

[ Interested students are invited to our "Infor- ]
f mation Session" on Thursday, March 2nd, ]
-tl , 7:00 p.m. at the Elliott Alumni Center.
]

[
[

Apply NOW for Fall Semester, 1989 at our ]
office:
]
rcHa~:lton,.Smit,~, R:.52, :62-3~62. ,.
,

L

"

•
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FOR SALE
STEREO RECEIVER Technics SA - 111 .
Excellent condition $50 . Dave rm 249 862 4563.
UNH Police Car V-8 302 fuel injected
engine. Has all cop features. $1250 or b.o.
Call John at 868-3698.
1981 Subaru Station Wagon new engine,
well taken care of, good shape, B.O . 4368746.
1985 Honda Interceptor 500, RE:,i Wh ite
and Blue, Excellent condition, $1600 or
B.O. 868-2531 .
1982 VW Diesel Rabbit LS, 4 door hatchback Excellent condition. 5 speed , air
conditioning, block heater, stero / cassette.
Call 271-2910 (days) or 742-8507 (eves.)

STAFF NEEDED for Internati onal Student
Orientat ion , August 26 -Septe mber 2 . No
pay , but food and lodgin g ( if needed)
provided . A wonderful experience for
undergraduate or graduate students! Apply
and arrange for interview at Dean of
Students Office by Marcl;l 22 . Huddleston
Hall or c all ot,_ .. , •·'l for more information.

- -- - --

HOUStNc;
Roommate Wanted- Female, non-smoker.
Share 3 oedroom apt. $150 / month & 1 / 3
Dover_7 49 - 1739.
utilities, avail~o~e

l:!~w

DURHAM ROOM RENT AL - EASY WALKI1\JG DISTANCE . NO SMOKING , NO KIT CHEN . $195 / mo. INCLUDES UTILITIES
868 '. 042. 868 -32',r'. t, ., - 1'. L..-c.. • · ~lW

l051 t
FOUND

1984 SUBARU GL-10 STATION WAGON .
ALL OPTIONS, INCLUDING A / C, CRUISE, .
SUNROOF. NO RUST. SPOTLESS INTE B/0. 868RIOR. EXCELLENCE. $3950,
5122 .

or

Kleber V15 M4d & Snow Tires. 175/70 R13.
Good for V.W.'s Subaru 's and other small
cars. 1 Year old. $30 Call Arthur 868-3361.
Apple Macintosh 512K with two hook disc
drives. Mac Write , Pascal, Typing Tutor,
Mac Paint, all Manuals . Asking &650 .
Interested? Call Arthur at 868-6631.
FOR SALE: Queen Size King Kail Wateroed.
Good Shape. Cost $550 .00 New. Ask,ng
$250 .00 Call Tom at 749 -1835.
Hey Graduating Seniors! Now's the time
to take advantage of Balfour's Sale on class
rings . Thurs. & Fri . in the MUB 10-3.
Bicycle -- - Raleigh 56.5 cm. racing bicycles . Raced in on ly 4 races! Campy SR ,
Shrirn.ano components throughout. Beautiful orange-yellow fade , 531 tubing. $495
OBO call Jeff at 742-0962 , guide!

--

--

-·

IB.PWMB)
Overseas jobs. $900 -2000 mo. Summer ,
Yr. round , A ll countries, All fields. Free info.
Wr ite IJC , PO B x 52 - NH01 , Corona Del
Mar CA 92625
Work Study Job at the Exeter Public Library
$6 . per hour . Shel~ing, shelf reading and
other tasks. Located in Downtown Exeter
on the KariVan Route.
WEEKEND INCOME $10 .25 to start. National Marketing Firm has openings in all
areas throughout New England for loca l
are a students to gain valuable resume
experience working 10-30 fle x ible hours
per week or weekends only. Students must
have use of a car, be interested in learning
about sales and marketing , and be able
to work 3 weekends per month . There is
NO door soliciting or phone calls involved .
Adv2 ,cement by summers ~vailable .
Detai !s covered at I nt e r•✓ iew Ca ll 964 -8997
fo.r inter

Lost- I lost a silver link bracelet , possibly
at Franklin's - or PCAC! It has sentimental
value so if you 've seen it please call 868-:iAr::;r::;

SERVICES
SKa ,t: Sharpen,ng
Bike 868-5634.

x-c SK, Hl:l1 lc1 I- u urna m

Professional Wo rd Processing for all your
documents, reports , etc . Exper ienced,
efficient , reasonable rates , quick-return .
Janet Boyle, 659 -3578.
Horse boarding now available at DeMeritt
Hill Farm on Route 155 in Lee. New stables .
Only 3 miles from campus . Full board for
$200 per month . Call Bill at 868 - 2134 or
Steve at 868-1480 . Evenings best. Keep
trying.
Typing/Word Processing , Professional
qual ity, reasonable rates. Spelling accuracy
inc luded. Call 742 -2037 , Dover.
Need a band for your party? Try Ollie and
the Patriots. This is not a joke, this is Rock
and Roll. Jason: 742 - 1858, Doug: 7433505.
What's the difference being different? Do
you need support or want to talk to someone
about being different at UNH ... ... feel free
to call any of these members of the Diversity
Committee:
Den ise Connors, Nursing Dept. 862-3405
Stuart Churchill-Hoyer, Dean of Students
Office 862-2050
Les Fisher, English Dept. 862 -1313
Marianne Fortescue, Student Activities
862 -1524
Susan Franzosa, Dept. of Education 8622376
Emily Moore , Dean of Students Office
862-2050

6 'ft:

TAE KWON - DO The art of self- defense.
SUMMER STUDENT COORDINATOR
For more inforlT'3.t ion call Hwany ' s Tae
needed for International Student Orienw_o~ _-_D_o_a_t 7-+3..=_?.5:...0:...0_._ __ _
_K_
tation . Preparatory work m ostly in April
& June, a little in July, and full-time August
26-September 2. Good organizational skilis
essential, knowledge of campus departments and Wordperfect a must; experience
with foreign students useful. Job is comI really r:an 't ,_,xplain it, but I've I0s1 the will
patible with holding another summer job,
·
to live.
but must be staying in or near Durham .
Pay is $400. Apply and arrange for interview __ Bobby, Did you see that healthy green glow
at Dean of Students Office by March 22 ,
Mary Lou has been sporting. She must be
Huddlestoi:v Hail or call 862-2050 for more
taking advantage of her excelled tann ing
program at ACME tanning salon . Boy is
she hot, hot, HOT.
Get an AWESOME part -time job with the

PEIWNALS

STATE GOVERNMENT. JR . & BR .: Now's
your chance to get a super experience as
a taxpayer~s assistant: Call FE 862-1184

:.,.

If you've often wanted to but we 're quite
sure why, inquire within.

The UNH Ski Club still has openings on
(88191). - - · - - - - - - - - _ Spring Break Trips and day trips for more
Make$$$ 7.50 / hr. this summer as a Sales
info. Call 862 - 1013 Now!!I
Tra inee in a National Company located
I'm in love again , and I'm love, love, lovin '
in Atlanta, GA. Great!$ , great job, great
it!
weather! GO FOR IT! Call FE Now. 862 Get bound in the snow at Stowe spring
TELEMARKETERS - EVENING POSI- _ break I Only $211 for a wild week in Vermont.
Call UNH Ski Club for more info. 862 -1013.
TIONS AVAILABLE FLEXIBLE HRS - $5
HR plus bonou~ to start. Sale s Mgr position
G et bo und a n d gagged in t he s n ow.
available - $125.00 WK plus bonous to sta rt
Profe ssionally tra ined detective s will track
- Cal l 431-1963
yo u down . Only $210 fo r thr ee ho ur s ai r
supply and a pa ir of handcuffs. Call for more
WANTED : ON-CAM PUS HONOR ST Uinfo!
DE NTS TO HOST HIGH SCHOOL JUN IORS OVERNIGHT M ARCH 30 -3 1. BANTAN IQUE SUN TA N CE NTER in Port sQUET; DANCE AND MOVIE INCLUDED .
mouth is off e ring 30 days of UVB ray
INTERESTED? CALL THE UNH CONFERtan ning for $25.00. Now thru Spring Break.
ENCE OFFICE, 862 - 1922, AND ASK FOR
Are you there God, it's me, John Hirtle!

1184 (88205).

PAM QB JOANNE

Brian . I didn 't expec i t:Ms nIgnt to turn out
so w e ll. Hope tor ..::a r fro m you soon . ....:.
Sue.

- - -- -

KING LAPHOS - We mi ss youll Please
come back a nd w e promise we 'll writ e
letters of approva:. - Your ad oring fans
Schmoo, Exactly who is P. Floyd??? A
Curious Few.
M. O'Neill I miss you!! Can we try again?
- '(our way ,Love K.
To Nigel, Nigel, Nigel, Nigel, Nigel and Billy:
Please come back be/ore the fluffy eye brows :a ke rvol . Last Saturday was explicit
(Go__BNGI) - Love, Hunglebunnyface
Due to a 1ack of stupid actions on 2B
(imagine that) the Bimbo award has been
c nang e a to GEEK OF THE WEEK . The
recIpI ent is Michael for his great (Err ahh ... )
bed side manner (yeah , that's it) . From
Patt{ s Cutest residents .

"Loving co upIe w ants :o ado pt a baoy . If
y o u. c an hei p us, or k now somPone wt" o
can . pieas e c all us ~01Iec t at 10.::,:; 1 44 8 t.r
• ' , ;a . 01ue
To the pe rson who tOOK , .., ·
Columbia 1ac ket frc;.·, oc::~ ~• .. ricay r .. gnt,
I would appreciate it if you would return
it to the Devine Desk Lost and Found . NO
QUESTIONS ASKEOI

I love a parade, it's the clowns I hate.
Hey! ' Don 't forget to come see this Wed.
Comedy Nite in the MUB PUB with Boston 's
Best - Steve Trilling and Tom Clark!! I
LAPHOS th e beloved humor supplement
is COMING! But not in the Biblical sense .
Joe- Good luck this season. Sorry if. I hurt
your pitching arm - I love you anyhow, S.
Happy Birthday Tamsettl It's an 8 not a
6 - get ready to party . Love - Dawn , Mis
& Liz.

' n_e_r_rif_f._-_T_._ _ __
., .-...., c .a Missy ::,~
S0 oo

1.

Ha ppy B,rrnaa y T amsettl Have fun cele::,, a;,ng w n 1Ie we wa tch, thirty something
an<' t:e~ • r:'io colate. chip cookies! Love, Sal
& t-'earo _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Srould LAPHOS be banned? Debate th e
Debate Society in the ;, ::xi issue. Submissions are due March 20.
Mark (with the all -american last name) from
FAIRFIELD Ct. - you may like certain
aspects of N.H. - but NEW FAIRFIELD has
more to offer.
Should all CO2 emitting mechanisms be
banned? Come and h0ar the UNH Debate
Society argue it out on March 2nd at 12:30
in the Merrimack Room of the MUB .
What are the ways of preventing THE
GREENHOUSE EFFECT. ..IS IT PREVENTABLE? The UNH Debate Society will be
presenting the issue on March 2nd at 12:30
in the Merrimack Room of the MUB.

SHE 'S LYING ON MY BED LOOKING
RATHER NAKED BENEATH HER
CLOTHES, SMILES AND SAYS, 'TM EASY
AND YOU 'RE CUTE"'

SPIKE the beloved entertainer is COMING I
Be at the produc/securing meeting Tuesday the 28th at 7 pm in the Strafford Rm .,
MUB!! for the Elvis Costello concert!

SQUEECH

Hey Nick ... I 'll meet you at the Security/Produc . meeting for ELVIS COSTELLO
concert. Don 't forgetl! It's at 7 pm in the
Strafford Rm . today the 28th I

Hey Jill, I was wondering why I should go
all the way to Florida for skin cancer? I
.can get it a lot cheaper at ACME tanning
salon. All the harmful radioactive rays
without the hassle of beaches , sun tan
lotion 9 nd fun.

Oz never did give nothing to the T in Man,
but he did give me a new pair of socks for
Christmas. ·

And maybe if you included condoms with
all your papers and tests you 'd be getting
better grades by now.

K. Remember that H20 plus Na make a
hell of an explosion and the Chem test will
be easy . We'll have to hit the town soon
and let the bartender do the mixing. Good
LuCK. Love ya. Beat<_._ _ _ _ _ _ __
LISA - 1want My MIMOSA! And My campus
man , Tnursaay? PAM
W AN TED: ON-CAMPUS HONOR STUDENTS TO HOST HIGH SCHOOL JUN10RS OVERNIGHT MARCH 30-31. BANQUET , DANCE AND MOVIE INCLUDED.
INTERESTED? CALL THE UNH CONFERENCE OFFICE, 862-1922 , AND ASK FOR
PAM OR JOANNE.
ROCHELLE - It's Mike , from New York ,
returning your calll I'm wearing silk bikini
briefs. How's about dropping me a line and
telling me about YOUR sex ·Iife. I miss you I
(and I heard some gossip).
Wufa Ufa Slufa , Just wanted to say Hi!
There 's a first for everything , right! Love,
your pit pals, Lisa & Kathy (Stufa Smoucha 1)
(fufa yufa!) (We love yufa!)
Have you never been mellow? Try LAPHOS
Hello, Larry! You talk to people all day for
a living, but are you taking the advice that
you are givin'?
One of the best things about life, aside from
Hacks Hall, is the power to do this: £
*SPRING BREAK * GREAT PRICE PARTY
IN FLORIDA. PANAMA/DAYTONA $199$219. Call Joni 868-1637 / 659-3198.
LAPHOS - So many pedestrians, so little
time .
SPR ING BREAK GREAT PRICEI! PARTY
IN FLORIDA. PANAMA / DAYTONA. CALL
JONI 868- 1637.
BE PREPAREOI The sun is out to get you,
but you can get it back with a pre-tan.
Tanique, Portsmouth.
Still, as noted before , I have lost the will
to live. I have a tighter grip on the situation
now, so don 't worry.
LAPHOS - If wishes were horses, then we 'd
all be in deep, deep trouble .
ALL YOU CAN EAT SPAGHETTI, WEDNESDAYS AT PETTEE BROOK PLACE,
next to Scorpio 's.
"Loving couple wants to adopt a baby . If
you can help us, or know someone who
can, please call us collect at (603) 4484329.' '
.Lesbian support group: discuss common
problems, issues , and ex periences in a
friendly, confidential atmosphere . Meetings
each Tuesday at 8:30 pm in The Health
Services Resource Room.
Looking for a good time ? Call 431 -7047,
ask for Ray - UVBB Ray that is . Tanique ,
30 days for $25.00.
Th e New Hampshire Arts and Enterta inment page s - If th e re 's a rock and roll
heaven, we 'll be there to c over it.
P.S. Me too . - RD
Ju st a remi nder - yo ur calls to th e Cool Aid Hotlin e (862-2293 ) and tapeline (862355 4 ) a re always ke pt CO NFIDENTIAL .
Ca ll us any evening from 3 pm to midn ight.
Ju st give me a g r illed cheese sa nd wich
and look out!

The Studen t Coalition for the Homeless
meeting - Wednesday at 7:00 room 126
Hamilton Smith . Have fun while helping
a needy cause.
HUNTER 2nd Floor thinks KATHLEEN
GILDEA-DINZEO is AWESOME1!1! I ARE
YOU READING THIS KATHLEEN??!!??
WE HOPE SOl!I Thanks for your unending
d e votion and all of your he lp with F.O.F.
W e espec ially enjoyed SEXPLORATION
and the MASSAGE "educational " wor kshopi WE LOVE YOU! P.S. We 're sure we 'll
be seeing you lots more this year, but we're
going to give you a resti
Wade Boggs thinks second floor Hunter
is awesome. - Wade Boggs
Come to where the sun shines EVERY DAY.
Tan ique in Portsmouth 431 -7047 . Down- town and along the Kari-Van Trail.
I've been study ing the situation for quite
some time now, and I'm absolutely sure
that it was Abe Vigoda , 68 years young
last Friday , who corrupted Todd Bridge s
in the flower of his youth on Fish .
Students wanted for part time work , 5-15
hours. Per week $6 .00 hr. Apply In perso n
or call : U.N.H. Traffic Services, R,ce House.
My name is Elm e r J . Fudd , millionaire. I
own a mansion and a yacht.
FOR SPOT WHO 'S SO HOT, I REALLY LI KE
YOU A LOT , SO , WHETHER YOU LIKE IT
OR NOT , I WANT YOU , HOT SPOT. BUGS.
Dear Jeff, you know your name. I'll give
you yet another game. -Cribbage .
STAFF NEEDED for International Student
Orientation , August 26-September2 . No
pay, but food and lodging (if needed)
provided . A wonderful e xperience for
undergraduate or graduate students! Apply
and arrange for interview at Dean of
Students Office by March 22 , Huddleston
Hall or call 862 -2050 for more information.
WANTED : More lame jokes about thermonuclear whatzi1s and RAs for so-called
University comic strip . Ask for selfproclaimed comic genius John Hirtle! (?)
at Hacks Hall.
ATTENTION UNH STUDENT$! Now thru
Spring Break at Tanique in Portsmouth 30
days for $25.00. Prepare for the beach.
Whaddya, Whadd.ya1
Tamsett - your id says you 're 21 but we
know you 're only 4 - We love youi The Girls.
KING LAPHOS - We 'll t hin k what he tells
us to think.
Bob E - I challenge you to another boat
race - this time I'll win for sure. - D.
Congrats to Sigma Nu Fraternity ' s Beta
Alpha pledge class: Gary Anderson , Tony
D'Amato, Ric h Finkleson, Corrin Hallowell,
Ric h Hvozdovic, Al ex Mann, Brian Mayves,
Kevin McGla ughl in, Tom Newton, Stephan
Oglevee, Ga ry Stevens & Jim We ntworth .
Ma ke the Nu pro ud!
Dec "~:-.e Foxy One - going room to roorr.
wit l·, you was 1nc red1bIeI T ha nks for oe;ng

Don 't show me your m oon1 Snow me y our
su n at Sunapee Marc h 4 w it h UNH Ski Clu b
- only $28 c all 862- 101 3 fo r more info.

~u -

KC / DC - For thos e ab o ut to get down
tonight, we salute you!

T her0 s a s,ow Ha,n coming Reac aoo ut
it ,n LAPHOS.

Afraid that you may be compromising your
value system in order to fit in? Call CoolAid at 862-2293, evenings 3-12 pm.
Write for LAPHOS and we 'll send you to
Ft. Lauderdale for Spring Break . Actually ,
that's a li e. Submissions are due March
20.
Will the Greenhouse Effect harm the world
your ·children have to grow up 1r1? Come
and hear the UNH Debate Society present
th e issue on March 2nd at 1 2 :30 in the
Merrimack Room.
Pops - We hardly knew ye. Not you, ye .
Sing This Spring w / a Ring from the King
of Jewelry. Balfour- In th e MUB this Thurs .
& Fri.
Do you know what Th e Greenhouse Effect
is? If not come se e the presentat ion by
th e UNH Debat e Soc iety on March 2nd
at 12:30 in the Merrimack Room, MUB.
RING In Spring Break w / a Memorab le
c lass ring from Balfour. Big Sale o n March
:,, 3, 10-3 In The MUB
Wnat are the future consequence s oi Tne
Gree r,no use Effe c t? Come a nc nGar m e
u f\i rl Deoate Soc,ety argue ,t o .... : en Maren
2~ a a1 12:30 ,n tne Me mmaci< Room oi th e
MUB.
Exchange Application Dead line San Diego ,
Santa Cruz and NATIONAL STUDENT
EXCHANGE: Friday , March 3. Info: Dean
of Students Office 862 -2050 .
LAPHOS - Making mountains out of
molehills. And vice versa . And we do mean
vice.
FLORIDA .... Round -Trip Transportation
$99 .99 , lim ited space available , efficient
arrival and departures. Call J eff at 742 0962 for details'
It's time to go to Plato.
Art , Nigel , Chris, Dave, Christ ine , John ,
Sue and P.J .- Wild time guys! I won't
mention any names or point any fingersArt and Chris - but I would have to say that
the trip was absolutely awesome and
complete, with the minor except ion of one
pair of skis and one pair of ski boots. Ah who needs em - right? You guys did great
with the slalom style skiing , by the way!
SOUEECH! Love, El
Isn 't it romantic? We here at LAPHOS think
so.
SOUEECH : The noise made oy small furry
animals as they dive to avoid out-of-control
cross country ski ers care en ing down tree
filled mountainsides.
l'M EASY ... AND You ·RE CUTE .
Rich , J ohn , Flea, Krings, Sharon and Patty - TWO WEEKsIII1 Who 'd- a -th o ught??? ?
Get psyc hed- -'cause we-be-j amm 1n' rea l'
soonl!I love - meI
1 O A-- T r, a nk-you soooo muchl I had a
wonderful bi rt nday!II You·re the oest!II Love,
Lisa.
H ey Dan i Cor:grac ... :a: :c, .:;- . i<r,c you
couIc oe a stewaroess ror any a,r;,r,es you
wamec. Gooa 1uck. c.Ove anc i<,sses. Beth .

A fe How ~ ou~_seIor
To .vIy rlea Heaaeo Lillie C Go ,\Juts With
Cam;, ?1ease ... Just iJo

.1_"_·_____
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To the girl who played Luc y 1n ··snoor:,y "
You made my Valent;n es day .. I'd like to
c 1'" .
meet ;c,; s0'.1 .c, r,c: oy .. '" ,,,_
like ri re•1,ew??

Susy - I'd love to meet you for a TAN
tommorrow at ACME tan salon. But several
or my extre;- , .i es ,e11 off a;lc, ,y last visit.
Hey ou , 1 ,ooK grea1. Bo e

Do ye ... ,1ow wnat LA F-:-S ,s? If not, come
to ThL" .\l'u .'i"111f> ,.'-.'r. '!'l e, . ic11 you a,1 ,
abc ~t ;_ Ac;uc.,1v . ,t ::. :::~ 10 that aamn
Gre · ..1ouse E,,,,,~,

Po11y-- l tolo you we wou ~ ..vin Trivial and
r.ow 1·m wr1t1ng aoout ,, ,n th e pap e r11 --

THANKS CHI C _GA ror tn e ra,o ,ast -- .c::.
and especially -~ ;:-ie nm ·2 · yr o,c sen ,c.,;
-,;,.
that "Slid" ac rGSS ;-,e ;:,ar;y •,::;G("" •
boys of LAM::~ A:? S So;ar ::.er.:: a :-c,:
.. ,_:_ _
s:-_
pleoge oac i< ,, . ,&rr~y_::._
0

'· · c.,1gover
- ·c:: ",t.:::. ' .. -·. ::..::, .. "
or. s . . -, wa;;:,r 1 !:>O ~rea, oc. , orea kfast 1n

oe.::; was C , , ,.:;2;;-.· 1 wa .: ;o r c,,.ir dinner
-.ay".fc 10 , , 9e·, _r,01r1t.,r rose:
A1 ex ;:::

, v .... are. -.,nc;.:;,.,,v0c2;

Y: a geek.

Peaches I had fun Sat. night. The hangover
on Sun. wasn 't so great but breakfast ,n
bed was O .K. I can't wa it for our dinner
maybe you'll get another rose.

Yo Mr . Data, Leave those 14 - year - olds
a,on e! Move up to the big leages with me
K1dl Can you say 'Molson'? Let's do some
heavy :h1nking dis weekend! Hey , check
t9.ur package and give me a call!

There once was a chick named fishheaa
who was so vain that she buggeo and
bugged her roommate for a perso nal ..
. is this ringing a bell yet?

To Whom it may concern, The rain in Spain
is clearing on the plainl The extended
outlook shows a high presure system
mov,:-. g in from the north! This system sould
e._reva ., Iii Junel

Chris , it was nice of you to join our ·BedIn For Peace ' last Saturday night. Our next
venture should be a slumber party for the
homeless--/ hope you'll recognize the
part,es involved by then . (p.s. Kidnapping
~ ~~t a fe1011y if you go :,v111ing1y)_____
Roo, you and Dave look your best at 5 in
the morning . Hope to you 'll be in form for
the slamer party.

.Jea; Woman, I hope your enioying all that
fun =a,'", d sun1 While your enjoying yourself
over ;nere 'on the plain ,' I'm stuck in this
oump1 But I'm looking forward to my trip
to Aruba1 I didn 't tell you? My flight leaves
June 1Othl (Only Kidding!III) Say 'HI' to Jose
Louis for met Love, Man

Lucy, Thanks for the bagels and keep an
Do you know what LAPHOS is? If not, come
to Th e N ew Hampshire. We 'll tell you all , eye out for Portsmouth men with rotating
about it. Actually, it's due to that damn · hips' Where 's my oil painting? Love, Mr.
DAT A's friend (sorry Chris')
Greennouse Effect.

Hey SushiJust because you don't
have a birthday this year,
doesn't mean we can't celebrate!
HAPPY 21st!
Luv,
Amy & Chrissie

Antiques & Collectibles
Musical Instruments

THE HAYLOFT

SONNIE

PARKER-FRENCH

617-738-6054
RTE 4 - NORTHWOOD, N.H.

ff
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Resum e Packa ge i.
Looking for the the right job to
start gour career ?
Or
A summer Job to enhance
your future ?

Skier s swoo sh into 4th
March
through the gates to a spectac- National Championships
By Chris Benecick
Wyoming.
Hole,
Jackson
at
2-5
The UNH ski team's regular ular fifth place finish. Kristen Skiing is one of the few sports
season came to a satisfying Burnap followed in 15th place, in the NCAA where a co-ed
conclusion this past weekend while April Childs skied well team champion is crowned. Ivar
with an inspiring performance as she took 19th.
Dahl, Kurt Simard, John BitThe nordic reams also finat the Middlebury Winter Cartinger, Jen Conover, Erin Sulnote.
high
a
on
season
the
ished
nival, also known as the Eastern
and Jessie McAleer make
livan
Pat Weaver concluded a strong
Ski Championships.
up the alpine contingent, while
great
a
with
season
country
cross
bitterly
In perhaps the most
Pat Weaver, Chris Philbrick and
contested ski event of the year, race in the men's 17 kilometer Mona Depray comprise the
the Wildcats fought off freezing event, finishing 14th out of 72
nordic team. The team left for
tempertures and the treacherous contestants. As had been the Wyoming yesterday at 5:00 a.m.
vertical drop of the Middlebury problem all year, no other UNH and will be returning next
Ski Bowl to earn a very respec- skier was able to press Weaver Tuesday, hopefully with a few
table fourth place in the men's and finish in the top 30. Marc medals.
and women's alpine and no;:dic Gullickson was the second 'Cat
"It's going to be a very intense
races. Both squads finished skier across the line in 31st, championship~" said Nordic
finished
behind Eastern champion Ver- while Jami Doneski
Coach Corey Schwartz. "It would
mont, runner-up Dartmouth 36th. In the 3x7.5 kilometer take a miracle for us to win the
Weaver,
of
team
relay, the UNH
and host Middlebury College.
title, but a cop ten finish is
Ivar Dahl showed why he is Doneski and Gullickon could definitely within our range."
sixth.
than
better
no
do
UNH's top skier with a corrid
The favorites co n.rin the
On the women's side, Chris
run in the giant slalom compeNCAA title are western powers
stellar
a
up
wrapped
Philbrick
the
tirion. Dahl screamed down
U rah, Colorado and New Mexhill en route to a fifth place season with a very fast 8th place ico along with eastern foe
Mona
event.
K
11.5
the
in
race
best
his
was
what
finish, in
Vermont. Berton pointed out
of the re~r. Kurt Simar? and ''--- Depray also continued to spar- that those schools are loaded
Jo~n Bmrng~r- al~o contrnued kel, skiing very smoothly while with foreign talent. "U rah
to _impress, fu:i,1shmg 14th and taking 12th. Freshman Kathy might as well be named the
18_rh respectively out of 72 Thompson turned in her best University of Oslo," joked Ber. individual race of the year in ton, referring to the fact that
.
skiers.
Je~ Conover conunued_ co ski capturing the 15th spot. The the team is composed of all
consistent!~ well, chewrng up relay ream of Philbrick, Depray ~orweigens, save one Amerthe mountarn as sh~ g_arne~ed and Thompson put together an Kan.
yet another cop 10 fm1sh with incredible effort in the 3x5 K
Regardless of how UNH
eighth place. Erin Sullivan finishing third, only 10 seconds fares at Jackson Hole, the core
Williams
place
second
wound up in 13th while Jessie behind
of the team will be returning
~c~leer round_ed out the scor- College.
next year, with only one senior
Paul
Coach
Alpine
UNH
mg m the G? ~1th a hard fought
"On the NCAA
graduating.
Berton was ecstatic about his .
18th place fm1sh.
team there is only one junior,"
really
"We
showing.
squad's
Saton
slalo_m
In the men's
exclaimed UNH skier and inurday, Dahl ?nee ~gai_n was_rhe skied strong this weekend,"· spirational leader Rick "Trick"
top UNH skier, shppmg a lmle exclaimed Berton. "Being the Johnson. "With the caliber of
from ~is previous performance, last meet of the year, I told the skiers we will have in 1990, New
ream to have fun and take all
bur still managing to chalk up
Hampshire will once again be
14th place. Simard and Bittinger the chances in the world. On a the Beast of the East!"
.
foll~wed immediately behind, steep course such as Middlebury,
diehard ski bum,
the
For
anyone who stays on their feet
~lacmg 15th and 22nd respecESPN will be televising highand puts together two quality lights of the NCAA Champion.
.
nvely.
winning."
runs has a chance of
Once agam the story rn the
ships at approximately 4:30 a.m.
For most of the UNH skiers
women's slalom \\ ,1s Conover.
Sunday morning. See you late
end
an
to
come
has
season
the
In what might have been her
night.
finest hour, Conover let in all but a select few qualified and
NCAA
the
in
competing
be
will
scorched
hang out as she
-ICEMEN _______ __ (concinued from page 28)
saved a clearing pass at the point
and then passed co an open
Shields, who ripped a shot
through Littman at 13: 17. The
Snively faithfuls gave the 'Cats
a standing ovation as they
headed co the locker room with
a 6-1 lead.
In the third period, BC Coach
Len Ceglarski decided to give
Linman a rest in favor of
sophomore Sandy Galoppo.
Galuppo played well in the cage
for BC, stopping 11 of 12 shots,
but the damage had already been

done. The Eagles did throw finish the regular season Tuesquite a scare at the 'Cats early day at Northeastern.
If the team should win, they
in the third period, however.
BC scored three goals in just will face Providence College in
1 :28 of the period to cut New the first round of the playoffs
Hampshire's lead co two at 6- · on Saturday, March 4 at Prov4. The 'Cats settled down after idence. If the Wildcats should
tie or lose to Northeastern, they
the brief flurry by the Eagles,
and Aiken's goal at 10: 17 iced will face the Huskies on Friday,
March 3th at Northeastern in
the game.
the first round.
The game was the last home
"It doesn't matter where we
appearence for three seniors on
play or who we play," said
the team, captain Tim Shields,
captain Tim Shields. "We'll be
assistant captain Steve Horner
there and we'll be ready."
and Dan Prachar. The 'Cats

,..

For the right direction
head to Kinko's
We now offer a resume package
that includes:
1 page typeset resume
25 copies OD resume paper
25 blank cover sheets
25 matching envelopes_
Resume stored OD disk

*
*

*
*
*

Electronically Typed

$18.50 INCLUDES:
•TYPING
• SELECTION OF PAPER
•ENVELOPES

•25 COPIES
• 25 ENVELOPES
• 25 EXTRA SHEETS OF PAPER

Changes made easily with One Year Memory Storage
Open Monday-Friday
8:30am-5:30pm 868-7031

DURHA M Copy

$24.95 .

kinko,s·

Jenkins Court, Durham, NH

the copy center
51 Main St. Durham, NH

RESUM ES

868-8322
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·UNH falls to Vermont
By J Russell Pabst

...

Siena was not the only team that feasted on the 'Cats, UVM
beat UNH on Saturday. (Eric Andrews photo)

Swimmers come
in ninth place
By David Aponovich
UNB swimming coach Brenda Skelley has a sign on her desk.
It reads: 'Luck is what happens
when preparation meets opportunity.' Well, whether or not
it was luck over the past two
weekends, the Wildcat swim
teams have taken nearly six
months of intense preparation
and training, and grabbed some
prime opportunities on their
way to highly respectable showings in the New England Swimming Championships.
When the UNH womens'
team traveled to University of
Rhode Island from February 1619, the young squad was met
with strong competition from
around New England. The Wildcats placed ninth in a field of
14 teams, finishing with 178.5
points.
The women's championship
was won by Boston College ,
while Northeastern and UMass
came in second and third.
The weekend as far from a
. failure for the 'Cats. Considering
that nearly 50 swimmers were
entered in each event, freshman
Shannon Doherty had a successfol meet. She finished high in
a number of events: 200-yard
individual medley (6th place),
400 individual medley (8th), 100
backstroke (8th), and the 500
freestyle (12th). Her time of
5: 13.97 in the 500 free was a
UNH record.
"Not many freshmen swim
like that," said coach Brenda
Skelley. "She was the catalyst
of the team."
Skelley was qui<:-k to point out
the high level of competiton

UNH faced. "The competion
was the strongest the New
England's have seen in the last
10 years," Skelley said. "We're
young. We could see that at the
level meet we were at." Skelley
said that the high level of
competition may have caused
a bit of tentativeness in the
young team.
"Coaches who have been
coaching in New England for
12 or 15 years couldn't believe
how strong the competition has
gotten."
"We did better in the New
England's than we did last year,"
said Skelley. "I just see us getting
better next year .. . We're not
losing that many people. Hopefully we'll bring in a good group
of freshmen next year."
UNH relay teams made
strong showings as well. The
400 freestyle relay of Doherty,
Meghan McCarthy, Sue Ogden
and Jen Brannon finished fifth
with its best rime of the season
(3.41.56) . The 200 free relay
finished sixth and the 400
medley relay was seventh. The
200 free relay team of Stephanie
Duegar, Maureen Hartnett ,
Sharon Jackson, and Keren
Lutomshki won the consolation
fin als, and the 800 free relay
placed 10th.
Hartnett and Ogden each
finished high in two individual
events. Hartnett was 10th in
the 100 breast and 12th in the
200 breast. Ogden was 15th in
50 free and 19th in 100 free.
In the 1650 fresstyle, Heather
Benoit finished 12th. Diver
Joyce Baumunk was 18th in the
1-meter dive.

~H••••~••••••H•••#~•••••••••••••••-#H•#•#H•••••••••••H~

·1G~O~ _LUCK WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL TEAM

Some how it seemed almost
fitting. In a game that the UNH
men's basketball ream had to
win to keep their tournament
chances alive, they lost . They
had the opportunity to send the
game into overtime but Derek
Counts' last shot ever in fron t
of a Lundholm Gymnasium
crowd fell short, and the Universiry of Vermo nt came away
wi th a nail biting 65-62 victory
over the W ildcats.
N or h avi ng p laye d in two
weeks beca use of the me asles
outbreak at Siena and H artford,
m a ny th o ught th at the ream
would be flat and overpracticed,
they were. It showed in the first
couple of minutes of the game
as well as the entire second half.
The Vermont Ca t a mounts ,
however, were coming off_a
close 67 -66 loss to Canisius, and
a couple of road wins versus
Maine and Central Connecticut.
The Wildcats came out sluggish, showing the effects of the
layoff, as they fell behind early
4-0 in the first three minutes.
It was not until the 16:47 mark
that· the Wildcats got on the
board when Chris Perkins hit
a 15-foot jumper.
The hoop sparked the UNH
offense, who would go on a 90 run in the next three and a half
minutes. The run produced a
five point lead, as Keith Carpenter got the crowd on its feet
when he finished off a fast break
with a dunk that just snuck over
the rim.
With Counts trying to find
the touch he had when these two
teams squared off earlier this
month (38 pts), UVM battled
back to tie the game at 11 a piece.
But, with Bob Cummins contributing with a couple of clutch
baskets off the UNH bench, the
'Cats built a 10 point lead with
5 :20 left in the half.
Unlike the previous game
between these two cl1:1bs, both

squads were ice cold from behind the thr_ee-point line.
Counts hit his first "trey" of the
game with 43 seconds left, bur
the Catamounts Mike Lubas
answered with a bomb of his
own 17 seconds later co post the
34-22 score at the intermission.
In the second half, Vermont
came out like a team possessed,
scoring 21 points on nine -co nsecu tive t rip s dow n the cou r t.
UNH was outscored 21 -6 in the
fi rs t five and a half minutes, and
w h e n Kenny W hi te can ned a
three, UVM had a 43 -40 lead.
UNH head coach Gerry Friel
quickly called a timeout to stop
the bleeding. After a th ree pointer from Eric Theilen (yes,_
Eric Theilen), and a Counts lay
up, the strategy seemed to work
as the 'Cats owned a two-point
advantage.
UVM Head Coach Tom Brennan was not to be outdone by
Friel as he_called for time. Kevin
Roberson made Brennan look
like a genius by slamming home
a monstrous jam leading the
Catamounts on their way to
outscoring the Wildcats 14-3
in the following four minutes.
That made the score 57-48 with
just seven minutes remaining.
The Wildcats hung tough and
after Counts missed a threepointer and a Perkins jumper
went in and out, Eric Theilen
grabbed the rebound and was
fouled instantly by Roberson.
With a chance co cut the lead
to two, the team's problems at
the charity stripe resurfaced as
Theilen managed to sink only
one of the freebies.
Counts had some last minute
heroics in mind as he nailed a
trey from the top of the key
cutting the lead to one with 17
seconds showing on the clock.
Friel instantly called for a
timeout to set up a full court
press, hoping to trap a player
and force a turnover or foul.
Friel' s strategy worked perfectly, almost. After the initial

inbounds pass, two Wildcats
trapped Matt Johnson in the
corner. Instead of calling rhe
obvious travelling call, the
referee called a foul on Carpenter, Johnson went to the line
and cooly sank both ends of the
one and one, and Vermont was
up by three with 14 seconds
remaining.
Co unts had an opportunity
to send the game into overtime,
but the U VM defense met the
cha lle nge. Count s co ul d only
throw up a turn around p rayer
that fell short gaving the victory
to Vermont.
After the g ame, Friel acknow !edged the fact that t he
team he just played against was
not the same club that they beat
by 18 points on February 4.
"They're playing much better,
intelligent basketball now ,"
Friel explained, noting UVM's
three game winning streak on
the road. "They had a great
second half, they had to because
we had an excellent first half."
Friel also said that, once
again, the team had trouble
putting two halves of good, solid
basketball together.
"We didn't have the intensity
in the start of the second half,
like we did in the entire first
half," Friel said. "We lacked the
killer instinct to put them
away .... that's why we aren't
winning."
In respect to the layoff, and
if it had anything to do with the
loss, Friel stated, " The delay
didn't hurt us whatsoever, our
inability to put the ball in the
basket is what's killing us."
Things do not look. too much
better on the horizon for the
Wildcats. On Wednesday the
'Cats will travel to Bangor,
Maine to do battle with the
U nviersity of Maine, before
concluding their schedule with
a visit to Colgate on Saturday.
UNH also has to play Hartford
here in Durham, but a date has
yet to be determined.

Weisser- takes NE title
By Liz Lerner
The UNH men's track team
was proudly represented by
seven of their top competitqrsat
the New England Championships held this past Friday and
Saturday at Boston U nviersity.
UNH compiled 33 1/2 points
to earn a very respectable seventh place f insh out of 29
schools entered in the meet.
David Weisser, Randy Hall,
Darrel Covell, Barney Borromeo, Garrett Velasques, Ryan
Landvay and Doug Sargent
distinguished themselves by
meeting the qualifying standards established in order to
participate in the meet.
According to assistant coach
Walt Chadwick, what sets these
guys apart, aside from the fact
that they are blessed with God
given talent, is their motivation
and self-discipline. "Within
each of these guys lies an inner
drive, and with the proper
coaching they have progressed
into the caliber of Lathlete] that
qualifies for the New England
Championships and the IC4A
Championships."
Senior David Weiss~r capped
off his indoor track season with
a first place and a New England
Championship medal in the
shot put. Weisser haq six outstanding throws at the block.
Each throw gradually improved
on the preceding one with the
· final one being the best a~ 546 1/2. The throw was 1: 1/2"

better than he had ever thrown
before. Weisser has been working hard with Coach Jim Boulanger for four years and was
given some extra incentive
when he saw his injured coach
on crutches along the side of the
track just before his fourth
throw.
Junior Randy Hall had an
outstanding meet and even
surprised himself as he captured
a second place finish in the
3000-meter run with a rime of
8: 12.78. "Randy beat a lot of
runners he had never imagined
he would ever beat, including
defending champion John Dugan from Providence College,"
Chadwick said. -" With this per.:
formance, he had established
himself as one of the premier
distance runners in New England."
Junior Ryan Landvoy made
the most of his opporrunjty to
compete in the New Englands
and earned himself a 6th place
finish in the 1000-meter run
with a time of 2:30.22. Landvoy
was accepted inro the meet to
'fill the field, ' meaning that he
was accepted in order to keep
a certain number of runners in
the event co make the meet
championship caliber. "Ryan
showed [he] deserved to be
there by running his two best
races ever," said Chadwick.
Barney Borromeo was faced
with the very grueling task_of
running i:wo event~, t_he 200meter run and the SO-yard dash,

which were scheduled back to
back. Borromeo and the coaching staff were aware of this and
tried co train him accordingly.
After running three hears of the
200 he earned a 3rd place finish
with a time of 32.26. In the 50
yard dash, which followed, he
placed 6th. In this event he also
had ro run three heats . "Barney
did a bit of work for the seven
points he earned the team. Ir
was an admirable job," sa id
Chadwick.
Senior Darrel Cavell ran
solidly in both his preliminary
and final heats of the 800-merer
run. He earned himself a third
place finish with a rime of
1:51 :41 and a possibility o f
qualifying for the NCAA Championships to be held in Indianapolis . "Darrel probably ran
his most tactful race of the
season in the finals," said Chadwick.
The two jump specialists
Garrerr Velasques and Doug
Sargent both performed well
and were rewarded with 6th
place finishes. In the long jump
Velasques leaped 22-7, while
Sargent cleared 6-4 3/ 4 in the
high jump.
The teams' last indoor comperiton , the IC4A Championships, is coming this Friday and
Saturday at Princeron U niversity. This meet is the second
largest, aside from the- NCAA's,
and will co'nsist of SO school's'
·top· rrack and field athletes. , .
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Gymna~ts place
second ·in south
By Liisa Reimann

i

The gymnastics team traveled to Kentucky over the weekend and, despite being the victims
of some partial judging, managed to win second· place. (Tony Cafaro photo)

Bailey steals the show
~

,

By David Aponovich
This past weekend at Springfield College, the UNH mens'
swim team, with star sophomore Jerry Bailey leading the
way, swain co an eighth-place
finish in the New England
Championships.
At the championships, Bailey
' rewrote the record books. Bailey,
who was the Wildcats' most
consistent and versatile male
swimmer chis season, who finished in the top spot of his races
more often than not, outdid
himself. He won three individual ·events, setting both UNH
and New England records in
each. He led a relay team to
another first-place finish and
a UNH record, and set another
UNH record in the 100 backstroke with his split time in the
400 medley relay.
Skelley had high praise for

Bailey. "There are probably only
two or three people who have
ever won all their individual
events," said Skelley. She said
Bailey's Hurculean performance
was, "a combination of having
extreme determination and
drive along with great athletic
ability."
Bailey won the 500-yard freestyle (4:40.92), the 400 IM
( 4.05.23 ), and the 200 backstroke (1:56.30). He was also
on the 400 medley relay team,
with Brian Kablik, Henry Baker,
and Bob Quinn: It, coo, came in
first (3~77.77) and captured the ·
UNH record.
Skelley said Bailey's performance, along with UNH's showing as a whole, appears to signal
a revival of a strong UNH·team.
"He really gave our team
some recognition. A couple of
coaches cam~ up to me and said
UNH is on its way back up."

Three more UNH records
were set over the weekend.
Brian Kablik set two, one with
his 2: 14.68 time ( ninth place
finish) in the 200 breaststroke,
and another with his 1:01.99
- 12th place in the 100 breast.
The Wildcat 200 medley relay
(1 :39.22, seventh-place) was
also a school record.
UNH also showed its
strength in the freestyle relays
with three eighth-place finishes
in freestyle events: 800, 400,
and 200-yard freestyle relays.
Bob Quinn finished fifth in
the 100 backstroke (55.96), and
12th behind Bailey in the 200
backstroke. He was also 12th
in the 200 freesstyle.
Erik Schutz was 12th in the
1650-yard freestyle. Jeff Yorzyk
placed 17th in the 1-meter dive,
but fared a ljttle better in the
3-meter, finishing 15th.

The UNH gymnastics team
did not expect a three team
competition when they arrived
at the University of Kentucky
on Friday, so they were quite
taken aback co see the arrival
of Bowling Green State University.
Overcoming their surprise
quickly, they performed strongly, and although they lost to
· Kentucky's 183.55, they set a
new road record for scoring
while beating the Bowling
Green Falcons 183.05-180.50.
Although UNH placed second overall, Coach Gail Goodspeed felt they matched the
Kentucky team and were actually the best team on the floor.
"When two teams are equal in
!eve l of skill, the home team
usually has the advantage. It was
essentially home-court judging,"
said Goodspeed.
On the vault, Wildcat Lori
Brady tied for first place with
Kentucky's Amie Winn scoring
a high 9.50, while Dina Peterson
finished second with a vault
Goodspeed called "the best part
of the entire meet," scoring a
9.45.
It was the first time Peterson
had used this vault, which
emails mounting the horse with
a full twist, and then dismounting in the same manner. "This
really escalates the caliber of
the vaulting," said Goodspeed.
On the uneven parallel bars,
Kentucky cook first and second
place, and UNH' s Kelly Marks
tied for third with two Kentucky
Wildcats, scoring a 9.35. UNH
had four out of six hits, and

Goodspeed felt their routines
were of a high quality. "We were .
a little underscored on our
performances," she said. "We
were equal, but the judging
didn't make us equal."
Despite disappointments in
other events, the UNH Wildcats
were victorious on the balance
beam, winning with a high team
score of 45.80. Their efforts to
improv~ this event, which has
so far been their weakest, were
evidently successful as they set
a new all-time record. Brady and
Patty Converse tied for seco~d
place with 9.55, just a fraction
away from the winning 9.55 by
Bowling Green's Kim Crawford.
On the floor exercise, Goodspeed again felt that UNH was
a little underscored, in relative
comparision to Kentucky's performances. Winn placed first
with 9.60, while Wildcat Marks
finished second with 9.40.
Although first place in the
all-around went to Winn's
3 7 .65, UNH kept Bow ling
Green at bay by taking second
and third places. Lori Brady
finished with a 3 7 .10, while
Kelly Marks cooksecond with
a 36.65.
· Overall, Goodspeed felt her
team had a good meet, although
"it was a little disappointing
to lose where lwe thought we]
performed best. It could have
gone either way with that kind
of meet though. Had it been at
UNH, we would have won."
The next meet at UNH is
against Temple University on
Thursday, March 9. It will be
held at Lundholm Gymnasium
at 7:00 p.m.

Maine beats Lady 'Cats
Face BU tomorrow in playoffs .
By Naomi Elvove
In their final game of the
regualar season, the Lady 'Cats
basketball team was defeated
by the current leaders of the
Seaboard Conference, U niversity of Maine, 69-60 on Sunday.
The 'Cats season record finished
at 16-10, as they hold the second
spot in the conference behind
the Black Bears with a 10-4
conference record.
The Bears were apparently
rusty for the first few minutes,
entering the game after a week
long rest. Senior co-captain Kris
Kinney started the ball rolling
with two baskets on the inside,
and senior co-captain Carolyn
Keaveney scored one to give
UNH a 6-0 lead in the first four
minutes.
Kinney and Keaveny continued to pour in points to
inflate the Wildcat lead, but the
Black Bears were stubborn.
Maine went on arun and tied
the game up with a threepoincer, then followed itup with
two points to take their first
lead.
Following a shot by Dorsch
co tie things up again, the Bears
exploded on a 9-Q run to take

a 30-21 lead. Keaveney finally
slowed Maine down when she
sank a bucket with five minutes
left in the half. The squads then
traded points until the buzzer
signaled the end of the half with
Maine leading 39-32.
Maine's Rachel Bouchard,
who holds the record for the
most rebounds in the conference, dominated the glass and
was the main reason why Maine
outrebounded UNH 25-15 in
the half. Meanwhile, Kinney
maintained her impressive scoring numbers, scoring 24 of the
'Cats 32 halftime points.
For the first eleven minutes
of the second half, the Black
Bears maintained their lead, as
the Wildcats attempted to apply
some pressure. The attempt was
not too successful as Maine
expanded the lead to 16 points
at 56-40. Sophomore Julie Donlon then hit a three-pointer to
help trigger the 'Cats into a
modest comeback.
Main~ Kept its double digit
lead, but UNH would not give
up. In the following five minutes
the Bears failed to score while
New Hampshire began to make
a comeback and a bid towards

an upset. Maine's Bouchard was
sitting out due to foul trouble,
and UNH got six points by
Kinney, and another threepointer by Donlon. With two
minutes left in the game, UNH
was behind by only four, 62-58.
Time began to run out for the
·wildcats, however. With thirty
seconds on the dock, the 'Cats
last hope was to foul Maine in
an attempt to regain possesion
of the ball. This ploy failed, as
Maine's best players sunk five
foul shots co win the game 6960.
For the 22nd time this season,
Kinney lead the team in scoring
with 35 points. She also grabbed
eight rebounds. For her efforts,
she was named Seaboard Player
of the Week ending February
25. Her rival from Maine,
Bouchard, had 24 points with
17 rebounds.
The top four Seaboard teams,
Maine, New Hampshire, Boston
University and Northeastern,
will begin playoff competition
this week. UNH will host
number the conferences third
place team, BU tomorrow at 7
p.m. It is a big game so come
out and support the 'Cats!

Record breaker Kris Kinney will lead the Lady 'Cats into the
playoffs tommorow night. (Hank Ellsmore photo)
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Sports
Hockey shoots
down BC Eagles
By Ward D. Fraser
The 'Cars finally got things
back together Tuesday as they
put together a total team effort
to beat nationally ranked Hockey East Champions Boston
College 7-4.
After trailing 1-0 at the end
of the first period UNH erupted
for six goals in the second, tying
a Hockey East record for most
goals in a period. The Eagles
made a run of their own, scoring
three goals in the first I :28 of
the third period, but David
Aiken's goal at 10: 17 of the final
period capped a well deserved
7-4 victory for the Wildcats.
UNH kept pace with the
league champs in the first
period, as both teams had some
scoring opportunities but could
not connect. The first goal of
the game came off a New
Hampshire miscue.
DefensemanJeff Lazaro, who
has played excellent hockey all
season, made a rare mistake as
he gave up the puck to BC's Rich
Braccia in New Hampshire's
own end. Braccia hit a wide open
Shawn Kennedy in the slot, who'
fired a shot on golie Pat Morrison. Morrison made the initial
save, but the rebound bounced
over his pads for a 1-0 BC lead
at I 0: IO of the first period.
UNH put great pressure on
Eagle goalie David Littman in
the last four minutes of the first
period but could not get on the
board. Morrison collected 16
saves in the period, while Lit-·
tman had 11.
BC started quick in the second
period, _getting four shots on

Morrison in the first two minutes, but then the gates opened
up for New Hampshire. The
'Cats scored six unanswered
goals in a 13 minute span in the
second period.
Defenseman Kevin Dean
started the onslaught at 2 :22
of the period. Dean collected
a Tim Shields pass in front of
Littman and beat the goalie to
even the score at one a piece.
Steve Horner put the 'Cats up
for good at 7:21 of the second
when he blasted a shoe between
Littman's legs. Freshman Dominic Amodeo assisted Horner
on the play.
New Hampshire tallied again
at 10:39 of the period, when
Savo Mitrovic fired a wrist shot
past Littman off a Scott Morrow
pass. No one on the Wildcat
team is more deserving of a goal
than Mitrovic, who has hustled
and forechecked well all season
long.
UNH kept pressing the Eagles and scored just 25 seconds
later. Defenseman Chris Grassie
picked up a Mitrovic pass in the
slot- and fired a wrist shot over
Littman's glove at 11:04. The
Wildcats scored again at 12: 11
of the second period.Jeff Lazaro
knocked in a rebound after Tim
Shields blasted a shot off Littman's pads. Snively was jumping as the 'Cats lead 5-1, but the
home team was not through.
After assisting on Lazaro's
goal, captain Tim Shields scoced
a power play goal just 54 seconds
_later. Defenseman Chris Grassie
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Savo Mitrovic, shown here, was one of the ring leaders in Saturday night's /-4 pounding
ov~r nationally ranked Boston ~ollege. (Tony Cafaro photo)
1

Wenmark is fhe Champ
By Todd Shaw
After a two-week hiatus from
competition, the women's track
team was back and running
again over the weekend at the
New England Championships.
Nine members of the Lady
'Cats' squad earned a chance to
compete in the 11th annual
indoor gala at Boston U niversity. The Wildcats did not
disappoint, finishing 12th out
of 25 teams.
Karen Wenmark, UNH's
lone senior representative at
the meet, came one step closer
to ending her indoor career by,
yes, you gues-sed. .it)- b.reaking
another school record. Her
throw of 50-6 3 / 4 not only
ousted the number one seed but
·_gave her the New England

Championship in the 20-pound
weight throw.
Ali Wannop, a sophomore,
set a new UNH record in the
. 600-yard sprint with a time of
1:28.23. Her blistering pace
allowed her to shatter the old
mark by a second and a half.
Wannops' efforts fell just shy
of being perfect as she narrowly
missed qualifying for the finals.
Keeping with the spirit of the
day, the 4x400 relay team garnered yet another school record.
The quartet of Ali Wannop,
Laura Schofield, Kristine
Grange and Kristy Downing
established the new record with
a time of 3:59.46. Their" stunni?-g perfor~~nce resulte:1. in
a sixth place frnish, and qualified
them for next months Penn
- Relays.
-

The 4x200 and 4x800 may not
have amassed new school records, but, achieving seasonal
bests should be noteworthy.
Coincidentally, the 4x200 team
are the same members of the
record breaking 4x400 unit. The
youthful group, two freshmen
and two sophomores, registered
a fifth place finish with a time
of 1:46.32. Also, the 4x800 relay
team ended their event in 9:33.3
to grab a lock on eighth place.
Junior Dawn Enterlain fared
:Vell on her own, placing sixth
rn the 1,000-yard run with a time
of 2:41.9
One last competition exists
for the 'Cats; Wenmark will
represent UNH in the Eastern
Collegiate Athletic Conference
Championships this weekend
·

Siena ousts hoop, 92-79
By J. Russell Pabst
Derek Counts poured in 30
points and four other UNH
players hit double figures in
scoring, but it was not enough
as Siena downed the Wildcats
92-79 yesterday afternoon in
a game that had all the pagentry
and excitement of a pick up
game at the Catholic Student
Center.
Though both teams started
slowly, combining for only nine
points in the first four minutes,
Siena jumped out to an early six
point lead on a Marc Brown
·three-pointer. Siena would never look back after that.
As the half progressed, so did
the tempo of the game, which
changed from a slow and deliberate type game to a run and gun
. style.
The fast pace of rhe game
enabled Counts to either shoot
or pass more effectively than
in a slow offensive set. U nfortunately, Counts had the only
hot hand as the 'Cats shot only
28 percent from the field and
trailed at the half by a 39-28
Lately, Siena has had a much more difficult time shaking the · score.
In the second half, UNH
\measles than teams like UNH~ {Eri~ Andrews photo)

picked up the intensity on both
offense and defense for the first
couple of minutes as they shaved
the lead to seven. But the strong
inside game of Siena, coupled
with their guards exceptional
shooting range, proved to be .
too much for the 'Cats, as Siena
pushed the lead up to 18 (6648) with 11:53 remaining.
Although the game was not
overly physical, there were three
seperate incidents of pushing
and shoving between the players. Dave Marshall and Chris
Perkins each earned a technical
foul for their participation in
the skirmishes.
With Counts taking things
into his own hands ( 19 second
half points), the Siena lead was
cut to seven after he split the
defense with a pretty drive on
three different occasions.
But the ability of Siena to
pump the ball inside for two
points or can the open jumper
boosted the lead up to 12, as the
Wildcats began to lose their
poise. The final minutes of the
game were spent at the free
throw line. Siena canned the
freebies and took the game.

Fo1~uwing the game, Head
Coach Gerry Friel was candid
about what transpired.
"We played very, very hard
and very well," Friel said, before
addressing the questionable
officiating. "You want to see
the players control the gamethat wasn't the case. They (the
officials) have got to be perfect,
they weren't and that is what
frustrates me ... Let the game be
won by the players."
In regard to Siena, Friel was
full of praise.
"They were too good of a
team," Friel said. "They had a
strong inside game and had
someone to go to, to get a hoop.
They can play with anybody.. . they have a major league
program and can get it (winning
the NAC Tournament) done."
Along with Counts' 30., Eric
. Thielen netted I 4 points, and.
Bob Cummins, Keith Carpenter,
and Chris Perkins all contributed 10 points in a losing cause.
The loss drops the 'Cats
record to a dismal 3-21 (2-13
in the NAC), and for all intense
and purposes, keeps the Wildcats on the outside looking in
scenerio for a tournament birth.

